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Description of temperature controls
Electromechanical devices

Bulb and capillary control thermostats
The bulb and capillary thermostats are composed of a closed chamber with a bulb, a capillary and a metal bellows. The liquid
(or sometimes gas) located inside this enclosure, expands depending on the temperature and deforms the bellows. This
deformation is transmitted to a snap-action switch mechanism. The displacement of the bellows by a threaded shaft allows
temperature adjustments. A capillary breakage causes the loss of filling fluid, and in general in this case, the contact remains
closed. The most common ranges go from -35 to +320°C. Higher set points up to 750°C are possible but they require
capillary liquids that withstand these temperature without boiling. JPC is one of the very few companies manufacturing
these models. These high temperature versions (ranges above 400 ° C) use a liquid metal as filling liquid, usually a Sodium
Potassium eutectic. In case of breakage of the bulb or the capillary, this product is flammable on contact with water or
atmospheric moisture. It is therefore necessary to take this point into account in their applications.
The capillary thermostats are subject to parasite drift due to temperature variations on the capillary and the bellows. The
bulb and capillary thermostat differential is usually not adjustable, and is about 2.5% of the temperature range. They are
available in single pole or three pole versions.

Bulb and capillary thermostats with explosion proof electrical contacts
Built on the same mechanical basis than the standard thermostats, and achievable within the same temperature
ranges, these thermostats use an explosion-proof micro switch which is a unique design concept developed by
JPC. The advantage of this system is to avoid heavy and expensive IIB or IIC metal boxes, and to allow temperature
set point adjustment without the need to switch off the electrical power supply. The thermostat can be fitted in Y8
series standard waterproof enclosures, but its output cable connection must necessarily take place in an ‘’increased
safety’’ enclosure or outside the hazardous areas. The most recent versions include a built in increased safety
enclosure. Depending of models, electrical rating can go from 5A 250V SPDT to 15A400V SPDT. 2 poles versions are
also available.

Liquid expansion bulb and capillary cut-outs with fixed temperature setting
These devices operate on a principle similar to the liquid expansion bulb and capillary thermostats and are not adjustable.
They include a reset button to close the electrical contact when it has opened after a temperature rise.
There is one variant of these cut out, with a fail-safe mechanism. It automatically opens the contacts if the capillary or
bulb are leaking or cut.
The Diastat membrane is artificially inflated. Leakage causes the bursting of the membrane below its nominal thickness
at room temperature, and a special mechanism will detects the abnormal displacement, which is similar to a very low
ambient temperature sensing. The disadvantage of this system is that these fail-safe limiters also switch off when the
ambient temperature drops below a certain value, generally between -10 and -20 ° C.
The artificial inflation of the membrane also greatly increased the volume of liquid it contains, thus makes them highly
sensitive to temperature, with temperature drifts up to 0.3 ° K / ° K.
They can be used as a high limit safety device in addition to a mechanical thermostat or an electronic controller. They are
available in single pole, two, three or four poles versions. They usually only have open on rise contacts.
Liquid expansion bulb and capillary cut-outs with adjustable set point
These devices operate on the same principle as the control thermostats, but feature a reset button to close the electrical
contact when it opened after a temperature rise. They can be used as an overheating safety system behind a mechanical
thermostat or an electronic controller. JPC is one of the few manufacturers offering this kind of thermostats with the
same adjustment ranges than the control thermostats, and a change-over contact (which enables to signal a defect
without relaying), and with ranges up to 750 ° C.

Limiters bulb and capillary fixed temperature, vapor pressure (also called boiling)
These devices operate on a different principle than liquid expansion thermostat. They use a simple mechanism, invented 50
years ago by the Wilcolator company, combining the snap action of a bumped disc actuated by the huge pressure increase
due to the boiling of liquid in a closed chamber. This design concept provides very simple mechanisms. Technology lies in the
selection of liquids with different boiling points. Operating temperatures ranges are linked to the liquid used and its boiling
temperature. Capillary length is also limited due to pressure losses induced during boiling, hindering its operation.
It is necessary that a relatively large volume of liquid is boiled to cause the membrane tripping. This is the reason why the
capillary end measuring temperature is spiraled. If the capillaries are not spiraled, at least 30cm of it must be immersed in
the controlled liquid. They are never adjustable and have a reset button to switch one the electrical contact when it is open
as a result of an increase in temperature. As the filling is carried out under vacuum, a leak in the train thermostat triggers
the mechanism. Unlike liquid filled systems sensitive to changes in temperature, they do not trigger when the temperature
drops below a limit. However, they are slightly sensitive to changes in atmospheric pressure, which limits their use in altitude.
They can be used as a safety system of a mechanical thermostat behind overheating or an electronic controller. They are
available with single pole, 2, 3 and 4 poles contacts. They usually have open on temperature rise contacts. Some models
developed by JPC have SPDT and DPDT contacts.
Failsafe bulb and capillary cut out with explosion proof switch
Built on the same mechanical base than failsafe boiling cut-outs, and achievable within the same temperature ranges, these
thermostats use an explosion proof switch. The advantage of this system is to avoid heavy and expensive IIB or IIC explosion
proof housings. The thermostat output cable connection must necessarily take place in an “increased safety’’ enclosure
or outside the hazardous areas. The most recent versions include a built in increased safety “e” enclosure. Depending on
models, electrical rating can go from 5A 250V SPDT to 15A 400V SPDT. 2 poles versions are also available.
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Disc thermostats
Used as control thermostats or as a safety thermostat with manual reset, these thermostats have a disc made of two
different metals laminated together for temperature sensing element. These two metals have different expansion
coefficients. Therefore a bulging disc will gradually change shapes with increasing temperature until it suddenly goes
from concave to convex. It takes the same way to its original form when temperature drops. This sudden change
activates a contact blade. These thermostats exist with single two or three pole contacts. Technology to obtain
accurate temperatures and low differentials is complex and few manufacturers offer accurate values and low differentials.
JPC is one of the very few manufacturers offering three poles models.

Description of temperature controls
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Combined bulb and capillary thermostat / cut-out with adjustable set points
These devices operate on the same principle as the control thermostats, but feature a double bulb, one used for the control,
the other for the manual reset. They have an adjustment shaft for the control, and a manual reset button allows switch on
again the safety electrical contact, when it opened after a temperature rise. The safety set point is factory fixed. The contacts
are open on temperature rise only. They are mainly used in three-phase applications, although there are SPNO and DPNO
versions.
There are versions of these devices with failsafe manual reset contact, but they have a strong drift when the ambient
temperature of the head varies, up to 0.3 °C / °C. For example if there is a variation in ambient temperature of 10 ° C on the
thermostat head, the set point drift can be as 3 ° C.
Combination controls with liquid expansion control thermostat and fail safe “boiling” manual reset cut out
These devices work by expansion of liquid for the temperature control, and use the boiling fail safe mechanism for the
manual reset cut out. In this way they meet the more stringent security requirements, as both mechanisms are operating
on different principles, and the ambient temperature drift on the manual reset cut out is eliminated. JPC uses this solution
for its combined thermostats for explosion proof applications.
Thermal fuses (also called TCO, for Thermal Cut Off)
The Thermal cut-offs are composed of a mechanism opening an electrical contact at a given temperature and irreversibly,
generally by melting a metal or plastic pellet. Their trigger point should be selected according to the normal operating
temperature and sufficiently distant from the latter to avoid false triggering. Their installation is hard to perform. JPC has
developed a range of 16A 250V cut-offs which are wired and silicone insulated. They allow easy mountings in pockets.

Electronic devices
Temperature sensors
The temperature sensors provide a signal which is a function proportional to the temperature. This signal may be a change
in resistance (thermistors, Pt100) or a millivolt signal (thermocouple). The selection of a sensor depends on the required
accuracy, the temperature range and dimensional and economic constraints.
JPC has designed a simple and cheap range for integrators
Blind electronic thermostats
These products, developed by JPCI, provide a bridge between the electronic controls with digital display and the
electromechanical thermostats of which they keep the setting ranges, mounting, current rating, on/off action, and with
which they are generally interchangeable.
They are inexpensive, and allow measurements at larger distances than the bulb and capillary thermostats. They provide a
greater accuracy and the ability to adjust the contact differential. Power supply 90-250VAC, output power relay 16A 250V.
Electronic limiter with manual reset
These products, developed by JPCI offer a simple solution when a safety system must be installed in addition to an electronic
temperature control. These devices keep the setting ranges, fixing, electrical rating of the electromechanical thermostats
with which they are generally interchangeable.
They are inexpensive, and allow measurements at distances larger than the bulb and capillary thermostats. Power supply
90-250V, 16A 250V output relay.

Electronic controls with digital display, Din rail mounting.
These controllers, developed by JPCI offer the same performance than blind electronic thermostats, but have a digital display
of temperature, and are extremely simple to use. Power supply 90-250V, and 16A 250V output relay.

Electronic controls with measured temperature digital display, panel mounting, size 77 x 35mm.
Simple and intuitive to set and use, within the reach of non-professional users. 230V supply, relay output 10 or 16A, ON-OFF
action.

Electronic controls with measured temperature digital display, panel mounting, size 48 x 25mm.
The smallest new generation of electronic temperature controls, multi-voltage, multi-sensors, PID and ON-OFF action and
auto-tune. 3A relay and SSR control outputs. One alarm.

Electronic controls with measured value and set point temperature digital display, panel mounting, size 48 x 48mm.
The most efficient new generation electronic temperature controls, multi-voltage, multi-sensors, ON-OFF and PID action
with auto-tune. 3A relay and SSR control outputs. One or two alarms.
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Thermostats and high limits
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Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings
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Type 8G
Single pole control thermostat (Appliances type)

Housing dimensions: 43 x 35 x 29 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: stainless steel,150 mm long pvc sleeve on capillary .Capillary
minimum bending radius 5 mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals. M4 screws also available on request.
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, length 11.5 mm. Other lengths,
screw driver adjustment or fixed setting available on request.
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 xM4 threads, 28 mm distance
Rating: 16A(4) 250/VAC
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact),

Main references
Reference

Temperature range
(°C)

Capillary length (mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length
(mm)

Differential
(°C)

Max temperature on
bulb (°C)

8GB-35035AO60001

-35+35°C

1500

6

98

3+/-2

55

8GB-35035AA60001

-35+35°C

250

6

98

3+/-2

55

8GB004040AO60001

4-40°C

1500

6

140

3+/-2

60

8GB004040AA60001

4-40°C

250

6

140

3+/-2

60

8GB030090AO60001

30-90°C

1500

6

87

4+/-3

120

8GB030110AO60001

30-110°C

1500

6

93

5+/-3

150

8GB050200AO60001

50-200°C

1500

6

59

8+/-5

250

1500

3

165

10+/-5

350

8GB050300AO30001
50-300°C
Other temperature ranges available on request.

°C Printing

-35+35°C

4-40°C

30-90°C

66MZ006-350352FW

66MZ0060040402FW

66MZ0060300901FW

30-110°C

50-200°C

50-300°C

66MZ0060301101FW

66MZ0060502001FW

66MZ0060503001FW

66MZ0060502001FX

66MZ0060503001FX

°F Printing

66MZ006-350352FX

66MZ0060040402FX

66MZ0060300901FX

66MZ0060301101FX

Soft grip knob and bezels dimensions

Dimensions

References

66MZ……

Material
PC +Santoprene
Many other knobs are available, see the knobs catalogue.

66EN1

66EN3

66EN2

Black ABS

Chrome plated ABS

Stainless steel
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Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Housing dimensions: 79 x 53 x 36 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless steel over, capillary length 1500
mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals (M4 screws also available on request),
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, (other lengths or fixed setting available on request).
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 xM4 threads, 28 mm distance
Rating: 15A (1/4 HP) 250VAC, 15A 400V res. KU type cannot be used on 400V
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical life: >500.000 cycles at nominal rating

Main references

References with
standard differential

References with
reduced differential

Temperature range
(°C)

Capillary
length (mm)

Bulb
diameter (mm)

Bulb length
(mm)

KR: Standard
Differential (°C)

KU: Reduced
Differential(°C)

Max temperature on
bulb (°C)

KRA-250252200

KUA-250252200

-25+25

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

KRA-1001552000

KUA-1001552000

-10+15

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

50

KRA0000502000

KUA0000502000

0-50

1500

6.4

152

3+/-2

2+/-1

60

KRA0000705200

KUA0000705200

0-70

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0000701200

KUA0000701200

0-70

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0200905000

KUA0200905000

20-90

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0200901000

KUA0200901000

20-90

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0101505000

KUA0101505000

10-150

1500

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0101501000

KUA0101501000

10-150

3000

4.8

120

5+/-3

3+/-2

160

KRA0802000100

KUA0802000100

80-200

1500

4

100

10+/-4

7+/-3

320

KRA0503000100

KUA0503000100

50-300

1500

4

100

10+/-4

7+/-3

320

KRA0104507000

KUA0104507000

10-450

1500

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA0104509000

KUA0104509000

10-450

3000

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA0605007000

KUA0605007000

60-500

1500

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA0605009000

KUA0605009000

60-500

3000

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA1806007000

KUA1806007000

180-600

1500

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA1806009000

KUA1806009000

180-600

3000

4.8

120

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

KRA2807008000

KUA2807008000

280-700

1500

3

300

20+/-6

12+/-4

760

These thermostats are also available with screw driver adjustment, 20 and 30 mm shaft length
Caution: Bulbs and capillaries of ranges higher than 300°C are filled with sodium potassium eutectic. If they leak or are broken this liquid is flammable if in contact with water
-25+25°C

-10+15°C

0-50°C

0-70°C

30-90°C

66MZ006-250252FW

66MZ006-100153FW

66MZ0060000502FW

66MZ0060000703FW

66MZ0060200903FW

°C Printing
10-150°C

50-300°C

10-450°C

180-400°C

60-500°C

280-700°C

66MZ0060101503FW

66MZ0060503003FW

66MZ006014503FW

66MZ0061804003FW

66MZ0060605003FW

66MZ0062807003FW

66MZ0060503003FX

66MZ006014503FX

66MZ0061804003FX

66MZ0060605003FX

66MZ0062807003FX

°F Printing

66MZ006-250252FX

66MZ006-100153FX

66MZ0060000502FX

66MZ0060000703FX

66MZ0060200903FX

66MZ0060101503FX

Soft grip knob and bezels dimensions

Dimensions

References

66MZ……

Material
PC +Santoprene
Many other knobs are available, see the knobs catalogue.
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66EN1

66EN3

66EN2

Black ABS

Chrome plated ABS

Stainless steel
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Types KR and KU
Single pole control thermostat, standard differential and reduced differential
(Commercial type)

Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type 8C
3 pole control thermostat

Housing dimensions: 46 x 50 x 45 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: stainless steel, capillary length 250mm or 1500 mm,
150 mm long PVC sleeve on capillary .Capillary minimum bending radius
5 mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals .M4 screws also available
on request.
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, (other lengths or fixed
setting available on request).
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 xM4 threads, 28 mm distance
Rating: 3 x 16A(4) 250VAC, 10A 400VAC
Contacts: 3 x ST with snap action contact, 3PDT available on request

Main references
Reference

Temperature range
(°C)

Capillary length (mm)

Bulb diameter (mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Differential (°C)

Max temperature on
bulb (°C)

8CB-35035AO60001

-35+35

1500

6

95

4+/-2

50

8CB-35035AA60001

-35+35

250

6

95

4+/-2

50

8CB004040AO60001

4-40°C

1500

6

160

4+/-2

50

8CB004040AA60001

4-40°C

250

6

160

4+/-2

50

8CB030090AO60001

30-90°C

1500

6

86

6+/-3

110

8CB030110AO60001

30-110°C

1500

6

70

6+/-3

130

8CB050200AO60001

50-200°C

1500

6

57

13+/-4

220

8CB050300AO30001

50-300°C

1500

3

165

15+/-5

320

°C Printing

-35+35°C

4-40°C

30-90°C

66MZ006-350352FW

66MZ0060040402FW

66MZ0060300901FW

30-110°C

50-200°C

50-300°C

66MZ0060301101FW

66MZ0060502001FW

66MZ0060503001FW

66MZ0060502001FX

66MZ0060503001FX

°F Printing

66MZ006-350352FX

66MZ0060040402FX

66MZ0060300901FX

66MZ0060301101FX

Soft grip knob and bezels dimensions

Dimensions

References

66MZ……

Material
PC +Santoprene
Many other knobs are available, see the knobs catalogue.

66EN1

66EN3

66EN2

Black ABS

Chrome plated ABS

Stainless steel
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Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Housing dimensions: 60 x 54 x 48 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: stainless steel, capillary length 250mm or 1500 mm, 150
mm long pvc sleeve on capillary .Capillary minimum bending radius 5 mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals (M4 screws also available on
request),
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, (other lengths or fixed setting
available on request).
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 xM4 threads, 28 mm distance
Rating: 3 x16A 250VAC, 10A 400VAC (res.)
Contacts: : 3 poles ST (snap action contact)

Main references
Reference

Temperature
range (°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Differential (°C)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

Manual reset
temperature

8IC085110AO60001

30-85°C

1500

6

94 (E1)
129 (E2)

12 +/-6

170°C (E1)
140° (E2)

110°C+0/-9°C

°C Printing

°F Printing

66MZ0060300854FW

66MZ0060300854FX

30-85°C

85-185°F

Soft grip knob and bezels dimensions

Dimensions

References

66MZ……

Material
PC +Santoprene
Many other knobs are available, see the knobs catalogue.
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66EN1

66EN3

66EN2

Black ABS

Chrome plated ABS

Stainless steel
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Type 8I
3 pole combination control thermostat

Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings
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Type 8L
SPNC manual reset high limit, fail safe

Housing dimensions: 43 x 35 x 29 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: stainless steel, capillary length 250mm or 1500 mm, 150 mm
long PVC sleeve on capillary. Capillary minimum bending radius 5 mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals (M4 screws also available on request),
Adjustment: fixed setting, sealed
Manual reset: fail safe, fixed setting, front access reset button
Fail safe contact action by low temperature: Temperatures under -10°C will trigger
the manual reset.
Mounting: Front bushing , M10 x1 thread
Rating: 16A 250/400VAC
Contacts: SPST (snap action contact)
Max ambient temperature on body: 150°C

Main references
Reference

Calibration
Temperature (°C)

Minimum
resettable
temperature (°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

8L0080105AO61001

80+/-8

52

1500

6

77

105

8L0080105AA61001

80+/-8

52

250

6

77

105

8L0090115AO61001

90+/-8

60

1500

6

77

115

8L0110135AO61001

110+/-8

75

1500

6

77

135

8L0130155AO61001

130+/-8

80

1500

6

74

155

8L0150175AO61001

150+/-8

95

1500

6

74

175

8L0175200AO41001

175+/-8

115

1500

4

95

200

8L0220245AO41001

220+/-11

140

1500

4

90

245

8L0270295AO41001

270+/-13

160

1500

4

85

295

8L0300325AO41001
300+/-15
160
Other temperatures and capillary lengths on request.

1500

4

82

325
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Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Housing dimensions: 79 x 53 x 36 mm (without terminals)
Bulb and capillary: copper for temperature ranges up to 50°C, stainless
steel over, capillary length 1500 mm or 3000 mm. Capillary minimum
bending radius 5mm.
Temperature sensing element: liquid filled bulb and capillary.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals (M4 screws also available
on request),
Adjustment: Dia. 6 mm shaft with 4.6 mm flat, (other lengths or fixed
setting available on request).
Mounting: Front bracket with 2 xM4 threads, 28 mm distance
Rating: 15A (1/4 HP) 250VAC, 15A 400V res.
Contacts: SPDT (snap action contact)
Electrical life: >100.000 cycles at nominal rating
Main references
Reference

Temperature range
(°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Reset Differential
(°C)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

KXC-250252200

-25+25

1500

6.4

152

6+/-2

50

KXC-1001552000

-10+15

1500

6.4

152

6+/-2

50

KXC0000502000

0-50

1500

6.4

152

6+/-2

60

KXC0000705200

0-70

1500

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0000701200

0-70

3000

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0200905000

20-90

1500

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0200901000

20-90

3000

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0101505000

10-150

1500

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0101501000

10-150

3000

4.8

120

10+/-3

160

KXC0802000100

80-200

1500

4

100

20+/-4

320

KXC0503000100

50-300

1500

4

100

20+/-4

320

KXC0104507000

10-450

1500

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

KXC0104509000

10-450

3000

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

KXC0605007000

60-500

1500

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

KXC0605009000

60-500

3000

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

KXC1806007000

180-600

1500

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

KXC1806009000

180-600

3000

4.8

120

40+/-6

760

3
300
40+/-6
760
KXC2807008000
280-700
1500
Caution : Bulbs and capillaries of ranges higher than 300°C are filled with sodium potassium eutectic. If they leak or are broken this liquid is flammable if in
contact with water
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Type KX
SPDT manual reset high limit, adjustable, commercial type

Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Type 8X
DPNC manual reset high limit, fail safe

Housing dimensions: 43 x 35 x 29 mm (without terminals and diaphragm)
Capillary: copper, capillary length 250mm or 900 mm, 150 mm long PVC sleeve on capillary. Capillary
minimum bending radius 5 mm.
For technical reasons, we do not recommend to use capillary length longer than 900 mm.
Bulb: copper, corkscrew type for temperatures from 60 to 130°C, tubular dia 6 mm from 130°C
to 170°C
Temperature sensing element: Liquid-filled thermostatic assembly whose boiling causes tripping
of the contact. Therefore, unlike liquid filled systems, these thermostats are sensitive to atmospheric
pressure, and their reaction time is slower.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals Adjustment: fixed setting
Mounting: Front bushing, with M10x1
Manual reset: fail safe action, front access button
Rating: 20A 250VAC
Contacts: DPST (snap action contact)
Max ambient temperature on head: 125°C

Main references
Reference

Calibration
Temperature (°C)

Minimum
resettable temperature (°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

8X0060090AI61001

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

8X0060090AA61001

60+/-5

20

250

6

50

90

8X0070100AI61001

70+/-5

30

900

6

50

100

8X0080110AI61001

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

8X0090120AI61001

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

8X0110140AI61001

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

8X0130160AI61001

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

8X0150180AI61001

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

8X0170200AI61001
* Cylinder bulb

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200
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Main bulb and capillary thermostats used in the Y housings

Housing dimensions: dia 45 x 44.3 mm
Capillary: copper, capillary length 250mm or 900 mm, 150 mm long
PVC sleeve on capillary. Capillary minimum bending radius 5 mm.
For technical reasons, we do not recommend to use capillary length
longer than 900 mm.
Bulb: copper, corkscrew type for temperatures from 60 to 130°C, tubular
dia 6 mm from 130°C to 170°C
Temperature sensing element: Liquid-filled thermostatic assembly
whose boiling causes tripping of the contact. Therefore, unlike liquid
filled systems, these thermostats are sensitive to atmospheric pressure,
and their reaction time is slower.
Terminals: 6.35 x 0.8 quick connect terminals Adjustment: fixed setting
Mounting: Backside legs, 2 M4 screws, holes distance 60 mm
Manual reset: fail safe action, center button
Rating: 3 x16A 250VAC, 3 x10A 400VAC
Contacts: ST, open on temperature rise (snap action contact)
Max ambient temperature on head: 150°C

Main references

40

Reference

Calibration
temperature (°C)

Minimum
resettable
temperature (°C)

Capillary length
(mm)

Bulb diameter
(mm)

Bulb length (mm)

Max temperature
on bulb (°C)

820060090AI61001

60+/-5

20

900

6

50

90

820060090AA61001

60+/-5

20

250

6

50

90

820070100AI61001

70+/-5

30

900

6

50

100

820080110AI61001

80+/-5

40

900

6

50

110

820090120AI61001

90+/-5

50

900

6

50

120

820110140AI61001

110+/-5

70

900

6

50

140

820130160AI61001

130+/-6

90

900

6

60*

160

820150180AI61001

150+/-7

110

900

6

60*

180

820170200AI61001
* Cylinder bulb

170+/-7

130

900

6

60*

200
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Type 82
3 pole manual reset high limit, fail safe

Electronic controllers and control
boxes
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Electronic Controllers
Electronic thermostat, multi range, control and manual reset action,
for incorporation,
Type: 2PE2N6

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Main features

This electronic thermostat for incorporation has been designed to replace electromechanical thermostats.
It is mounted with two screws M4 at the same distance 28 mm, uses a 6mm dia. shaft with 4.6mm flat with
the same length, and its rotation angle is 270 °. The temperature ranges are the same as the bulb and capillary
thermostats, of which it can use the graduated knobs. Its electrical rating (16A) is identical.
It additionally features adjustable temperature differential, and heating or cooling relay output setting, and control
or manual reset action can be set.
Action: On-OFF
Temperature sensors:
• NTC thermistor, 10Kohms @25°C, B(25-50)= 3380, for temperatures ranges from -30°F (-35°C) to 250°F (120°C) .
Temperature sensors are described page 26
• NTC thermistor, 500K@25°C, B(25-50)= 4260, for temperature ranges 120-390°F (50-200°C) and 120-570°F (50300°C). Temperature sensors are described on page 26
Temperature differential: Adjustable from 0,2 to 5% of the adjustment scale, by potentiometer
Accuracy: +/-1% of scale (NTC sensor tolerances not included)
Size: 60 x 43 x 23 mm
Temperature adjustment ranges: -30+95°F (-35+35°C), 32-50°F (0-10°C), 40-105°F(4-40°C), 85-190°F(30-90°C), 85-230°F (30-110°C), 120-390°F (50-200°C), 120-570°F (50300°C). Temperature range selection is made by dip switch on the printed circuit.
Linear set point display on 270° angulation.
The manual reset action or temperature control action can be selected with a miniature dip switch on the circuit.
Power supply: 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Relay output: SPNO, 16A250V res., 100000 cycles.
Relay action: Heating or cooling, open or close on temperature rise output relay action can be selected by a dip switch on circuit.
Ambiant: -20+50°C, 10-85% RH
Power: <2W
Electrical connections:
• Power supply and power relay: 2.5 mm² screw terminal.
• Temperature sensor: 1.5 mm² screw terminal.
• Manual reset: with miniature JST connector.
Adjustment shaft: the thermostat is shipped with a dia. 6mm with 4.6 mm flat shaft, length 11 mm, assembled. Included spare parts: a 28 mm shaft and a screw driver adjustment shaft. Replacement can be easily made by removing a small spindle.
Standards: Comply with EMC (CE), ROHS and Reach
Reference
2PE2N6

Accessories

Reference
Other length on request

• Must be ordered separately, not included in the electronic thermostat.
Wired switch for manual reset. Needs a 10 mm dia. hole in the mounting board.
2PMR100 (L=100 mm)

Soft grip printed knobs references dia 41 mm
°C Printing

-35+35°C

0-10°C

4-40°C

66MZ006-350352FW

66MZ0060000102FW

66MZ0060040402FW

30-90°C

30-110°C

50-200°C

50-300°C

66MZ0060300901FW

6MZ0060301101FW

6MZ0060502001FW

6MZ0060503001FW

6MZ0060301101FX

6MZ0060502001FX

6MZ0060503001FX

°F Printing

66MZ006-350352FX

66MZ0060000102FX

66MZ0060040402FX

66MZ0060300901FX

Knob and bezels dimensions

Dimensions

References

66MZ……

66EN1

66EN3

66EN2

Material

PC +Santoprene

Black ABS

Chrome plated ABS

Stainless steel

Many other knobs are available, see the knobs catalogue.
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Electronic Controllers

This electronic temperature controller with the simplest and instinctive end user setting, was designed for simple incorporation
inside cabinets with DIN rail mounting, and to be used by not highly trained operators.
It provides °C or °F display, On Off action with adjustable temperature differential, and heating or cooling relay output setting.
Dimensions: 86.9 x 58 x 52.5 mm
Display: 3+1 digit LED. The fourth digit is used to display °C or °F, upon setting made.
Set point setting: In normal use, the display shows the measured temperature. Push “Set” key will display the set point value, at
that time it can be adjusted with ” +” and “-“ keys. Push “set” again or no action during 5 seconds will register the new set point
value and bring back display to the measured value.
Temperature differential setting: In normal use, the display shows the measured value. Push “D” key will display the
differential value, at that time it can be adjusted with” +” and “-“ keys. Push “D” again or no action during 5 seconds will
register the new differential value and bring back display to the measured value.
Action: On-OFF
Temperature sensor: Pt100 2 or 3 wires
Accuracy: +/-1% of scale
Temperature adjustment ranges:
-30, 0 to +40, 0°C (-20,0 + 99.9°F), with 1/10° display
-30+400°C (-20+750°F), with 1° display
Temperature range can be selected by a dip switch on circuit (Needs to open the housing)
Other temperature range available: -30+400°C
Power supply: 90 to 240V, 50Hz or 60Hz
Relay output: SPNO, 16A250V res., 100000 cycles.
Relay action: Heating or cooling, open or close on temperature rise output relay action can be selected by a dip switch on circuit
(Needs to open the housing)
°C or °F display: can be selected by a dip switch on circuit (Needs to open the housing by the installator)
Ambiant: -20+50°C, 10-85% RH
Power: <2W
Fail safe safety:
• If no power supply, relay output contact will open
• If Pt100 sensor is broken or not connected properly, relay output contact will open and display will show “EEE”
• If measured temperature is higher than 40,0°C or 99,9°F, display will show HHH
• If measured temperature is lower than -30,0°C or -20,0°F, display will show LLL
Electrical connections:
• Power input: Neutral, phase, ground, with 2.5 mm² terminals
• Power output: Neutral, phase, ground, with 2.5 mm² terminals for direct connection to the load.
• Temperature sensor: three 2.5 mm² screw terminal
One removable jumper provides a potential free relay output for applications needing a separate circuit for relay, external timer
or other.
Standards: Complies with EMC (CE), ROHS and Reach
Reference
2DNAP6F0
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Digital display electronic controller, Din Rail mounting, ON-OFF,
Type: 2DNAP6F0

Electronic Controllers

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

77 x 35mm intelligent temperature controller, On/Off action
Type: 273

Mini-sized and integrated intelligent controller, with very
simple end-user interface: Change of set point is made
without password, with up and down keys.
Input:
Input NTC : value R@25°C:10KO (±1%), B@25/50°C:
3380KQ (±1%)
PtlOO and thermocouple K Inputs: standard curves
Outputs: Relay with 16A or 10A resistive contact depending
on models.
Alarm: 5A alarm relay on thermocouple K models
Display: Single display °C (°C or °F for the –45 +120° model)
Power supply: AC 220-230V 50-60Hz
Accuracy: ±1°C (±2°F) or 0.3%FE± one digit
Selt testing: Over-scale, under-scale, and open circuit sensor
display.
Dimensions: 77 x 35 X 60mm. Panel cut-out 71x29mm
Ambient temperature: -10 to 60°C, 20 to 85% relative
humidity, non condensing.
Temperature display range: - 45 to +120°C (41 to 248°F)
Resolution: 1° (0.1° within the -19.9° à 99.9° range for the
model -45+120°C)
References Temperature
(230V types)
range

Sensor

Main relay
output

273BN6F2
273BP0F2
273BK1F2
273DJ2F2*

-45+120°C
NTC
16A
-150+550°C
Pt100
10A
0-999°C
K
10A
-45+120°C
NTC and
10A
and
Capacitive
0-100%
sensor
relative
humidity
*For more choices within the humidity controls, please see the
specialized catalogue ‘’Humidity controls”.

Connection :
NTC sensor

						

Thermocouple K						
							

Ptl00 sensor

			

NTC temperature sensor and humidity
capacitive sensor
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Electronic controllers

Reduced size: very small foot print allows it to replace any
electromechanical thermostat.
Simple End-user interface: Easy to read 4-digit LED display.
Change of set point is made without password, with “up”
and “down” keys.
Simple installation interface: auto-tune PID control, relay
output and SSR output are standard.
Simple storage and maintenance: one model covers all
applications.
Electronics: Microprocessor, using Fuzzy Logic technology. It
enables a process to reach a predetermined set point in the
shortest time, with the minimum of overshoot during power-up
or external load disturbance.
Input: RTD: Ptl00, Cu50 , Thermocouple: T, R, J, B, S, K, E, Wre-3
Wre25.
Output: relay contact output and voltage pulse output.
Alarm: the relay output can be used as alarm when control
action uses SSR output.
Operation: auto-tune function sets the PID parameters to the
system characteristics.
Display: single display. Temperature Unit: °C or °F.
Power supply voltage: AC 36~260V 50-60Hz (DC 36~260V. If
connected to DC power supply, terminal 1 is positive, terminal
2 is negative).
Power: < 3W.
Relay contact rating: AC220V/3A resistive, 30VDC/3A resistive
(NO or NC), 1×105 cycles.
Voltage pulse output: 8V (open-circuit voltage) 30mA
(short-circuit current).
Temperature precision: 0.2%FE.
Over-scale, under-scale, and open circuit sensor display:EEEE.
Dimensions: 48 x 25 x 75mm.
Panel cut-out: 45 x 22 mm
Ambient Temperature: 0 to 50 °C, 0 to 85% Relative Humidity
Connection:

Reference
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Programmable temperature controller, PID auto-tune 25 x 48, multi sensor,
relay and SSR (solid state relay) outputs
Type: 242

Electronic controls

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

48 x 48, Intelligent PID Temperature Controller, double display, multisensor,
power relay and SSR (solid state relay) outputs
Type: 244

Reduced size: very small foot print allows it to replace any electromechanical thermostat.
Simple installation interface: auto-tune PID control, relay output and SSR output are standardized.
Simple storage and maintenance: one model covers all applications.
Electronics: Microprocessor, using fuzzy Logic technology. It
enables a process to reach a predetermined set point in the
shortest time, with the minimum of overshoot during powerup or external load disturbance.
Input: RTD: Pt l00, Cu50 , Thermocouple: T, R, J, B, S, K, E,
Wre-Wre25.
Output: relay output or voltage pulse.
Alarm: the relay output can be used for an alarm when the
device uses the SSR output.
ROperation: auto-tune function set the PID parameters to the
system characteristics.
Power supply voltage: AC 36~260V 50-60Hz (DC 36~260V. If
connected to DC power supply, terminal 1 is positive, terminal
2 is negative).
Power: < 3W.
Relay contact rating: AC220V/3A resistive, 30VDC/3A resistive
(NO or NC), 1×105 cycles.
Voltage pulse output: 8V (open-circuit voltage) 30mA (shortcircuit current).
Temperature precision: 0.2%FS.
Over-scale, under-scale, and open circuit sensor display: EEEE.
Dimensions: 48 x 48 x 82mm.
Panel cut-out: 45 x 45 mm.
Ambient Temperature: 0 to 50°C, 0 to 85% RH
Connection:

Reference
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Usual temperature sensors
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Usual temperature sensors for applications with electronic temperature
controls and control boxes
(Installation in thermo-wells, ambient or pipe surface mounting)

NTC Thermistor

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

NTC thermistors (whose resistance decreases with temperature) are cheap and interchangeable. Their high resistance makes them insensitive to the resistance of the
measuring line and thus a two-wires connection is allowed. Wiring is not polarized
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

References
TNR60030C20001F6

Temperature
ranges
-20+120°C

TNR70025P01501F6

-30+50°C

TNR70025P20001F6

-30+50°C

TMR60030C20001F6

50-300°C

TPR40030C20001F6

50-300°C

R

B

R25°C: 10KΩ
+/- 1%
R25°C: 10KΩ
+/- 1%
R25°C: 10KΩ
+/- 1%
R100°C: 3.3K
+/-2.5%
R25°C: 500K
+/-2.5%

B25/50°C: 3380
+/-1%
B25/50°C: 3380
+/-1%
B25/50°C: 3380
+/-1%
80/100°C : 3970
+/-2%
B25/50°C : 4260
+/-2%

Protection
pocket
Ni plated copper
6 x 30 mm
PVC, sealed,
7 x 25mm
PVC, sealed,
7 x 25mm
Stainless Steel,
6 x 30mm
Stainless Steel,
4 x 30mm

Cable, (L)

applications

Model

FEP
L=2m
PVC 80°C,
L=150 mm
PVC 80°C
L=2m
FEP
L=2m
FEP
L=2m

Common applications, ambient and up to
120°C, for controllers 273 and 2PE2N6 series
Cold rooms and ambient, for controllers 273
and 2PE2N6 series
Cold rooms and ambient, for controllers 273
and 2PE2N6 series
200 and 300°C ranges, for controllers 273 series

1

200 and 300°C ranges, for controllers 2PE2N6
series

2
2
3
4

PT100

The resistivity of platinum has excellent repeatability and high accuracy over a wide temperature range. Its variation
curve with temperature is much more linear than the thermocouple or thermistor curves. The low resistance of the
probe requires the use of a three wire connection to measure and compensate for the resistance of the measuring
line. The Pt100 sensor provides the highest accuracy in measuring low and medium temperatures.
Temperature range: -50 to 550°C (-60 to 1020°F) on the ceramic substrate, but temperature in use limited to 200 ° C
due to the FEP connecting cable
Temperature curve: EN 60751 (100 ohms @ 0°C, 138.5 Ohms @ 100°C)
Accuracy and tolerances: (according to EN 60751)
Class A, ±0.15°C @ 0°C; (±0.06 Ω @ 0°C)
Class B, ±0.3°C @ 0°C. (±0.12 Ω @ 0°C).
Protection pocket: Stainless Steel 304, dia. 5mm x 30 mm
Temperature range: -50°C, +200°C
Connection cable:
• 3 wires, 0.35 mm², FEP insulation + silver-plated copper braid + FEP, temperature resistance 200°C, external diameter 2.7 mm (0.127”).
• Ends: stripped
Polarity: The two red wires are connected together at their welded junction to one of the chips ceramic substrate
terminal and the white wire is connected to the other terminal.
References
Class
Cable length
Applications
TSR50030I2000AK6
A
2000 mm
Remote sensing
TSR50030I2000BK6
B
2000 mm
Remote sensing
TSR50030I0070AK6
A
70 mm
Room temperature sensing
TSR50030I0070BK6
B
70 mm
Room temperature sensing
TSR50030I0150AK6
A
150 mm
Room temperature sensing
TSR50030I0150BK6
B
150 mm
Room temperature sensing
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

K Thermocouple

A thermocouple is made of two different metal leads welded at their ends. When heated, the solder generates
a potential difference proportional to the temperature. Thermocouples need special connection cables and a
temperature compensation system.
Protection pocket: Stainless Steel 304, dia. 6mm x 50 mm
Temperature range: 50°C, +200°C
Temperature curve: according to EN 60584-1 and IEC 584-1
Accuracy and tolerances: Class 2 according to EN 60584-1 and 2, ±2.5°C within -40 °C and 333 °C
Polarity (according to DIN 43714) : red = positive, blue= negative
References
Protection
Sensor
Connection cable
Model
pocket
temperature
range
TPR00060W02002F4
Bare solder
-50+200°C 2 leads 0.35mm², FEP insulation 200°C L=200mm
1
TPR00060W05002F4
Bare solder
-50+200°C 2 leads 0.35mm², FEP insulation 200°C L=500mm
1
TPR00060W10002F4
Bare solder
-50+200°C
2 leads 0.35mm², FEP insulation 200°C L=1m
1
TPR00060W20002F4
Bare solder
-50+200°C
2 leads 0.35mm², FEP insulation 200°C L=2m
1
TPR60050I10002E4 Stainless Steel -50C, +200°C 2 leads 0.35mm², external sleeve dia 2.7mm,
2
dia 6mm x 50
Nickel plated metal braid, L=1m
mm
TPR60050I20002E4 Stainless Steel -50C, +200°C 2 leads 0.35mm², external sleeve dia 2.7mm,
2
dia 6mm x 50
Nickel plated metal braid, L=2m
mm
TPR20200R20002E4 Sleeve sensor in -40+800°C
2 leads 0.35mm², external sleeve dia 2.7mm,
3
refractory StainNickel plated metal braid, L2=1m
less Steel, dia 2,
L1=200mm
TPR20400I20002E4 Sleeve sensor in -40+800°C
2 leads 0.35mm², external sleeve dia 2.7mm,
3
refractory StainNickel plated metal braid, L2=2m
less Steel, dia 2,
L1=400mm
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Usual temperature sensors for applications with electronic temperature
controls and control boxes
Pt100 sensor with M20x1.5 front fitting

Reference

TSJBA265A0150BT6

Pt100 sensor with M20x1.5 back fitting
3 wires Pt100 sensor in an anodized aluminum bolt.
To measure the temperature outside of cabinet: can be screwed directly to the rear outputs M20
thread or to the cable gland outlet board.
Can also be mounted on the insulation output plates, or directly through the sheet into a dia. 20 mm
hole, tightened with a cable gland nut
Connection: AWG18 wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
2 white AWG18 wires correspond to one pole of the Pt100, the blue wire to the other pole.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box.
See assembling method on page 105.
Reference

TSJBA266A0150BT6

NTC thermistor with M20x1.5 front fitting
2 wires NTC in an anodized aluminum bolt
For temperature control of a pipe surface: to be screwed on the mounting stand. The length of the
conductor outputs allows direct connection into the control box via the M20 rear outlets, if this
component is mounted on the same stand;
For ambient temperature control: to be screwed from the inside on a M20x1.5 rear outlet.
Connection: AWG18 white wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
Each lead wire corresponds to a pole of the NTC.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box. See assembling method on page 105.
Reference

Value A

Value B

TNJBA265265A01501R6

10 Kohms @25°C

3380

TMJBA265265A01501R6

3.3 Kohms @100°C

3970

TPJBA265265A01501R6

500 Kohms @25°C

4260

NTC thermistor with M20x1.5 back fitting
2 wires NTC in an anodized aluminum bolt
To measure the temperature outside of cabinet: can be screwed directly to the rear outputs M20
thread or to the cable gland outlet board.
Can also be mounted on the insulation output plates, or directly through the sheet into a dia. 20 mm
hole, tightened with a cable gland nut
Connection: AWG18 white wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
Each lead wire corresponds to a pole of the NTC.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box. See assembling method on page 105.
Reference
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Value A

Value B

TNJBA266265A01501R6

10 Kohms @25°C

3380

TMJBA266265A01501R6

3.3 Kohms @100°C

3970

TPJBA266265A01501R6

500 Kohms @25°C

4260
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3 wires Pt100 sensor in an anodized aluminum bolt.
For temperature control of a pipe surface: to be screwed on the mounting stand. The length of the
conductor outputs allows direct connection into the control box via the M20 rear outlets, if this
component is mounted on the same stand;
For ambient temperature control: to be screwed from the inside on a M20x1.5 rear outlet.
Connection: AWG18 wires, FEP, 300V, 150 mm length.
2 white AWG18 wires correspond to one pole of the Pt100, the blue wire to the other pole.
It is equipped with a tip (diameter 14 mm) to connect with the waterproof filling kit type G, if it is used
at a greater distance from the box.
See assembling method on page 105.

Usual temperature sensors for applications with electronic temperature
controls and control boxes
(Installation in thermo-wells, ambient or pipe surface mounting)
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Room temperature sensors with housing

The correct measurement of ambient temperature requires to install the sensor at a location representative of the
average temperature of the room where it is located. We have developed a series of boxes incorporating temperature sensors, and allowing an effective measure of this temperature.
Inside these boxes, the sensor is thermally insulated from the wall on which it is installed, and mechanically protected by a black painted copper or nickel plated probe in order to eliminate measurement errors due to thermal
conduction, while ensuring good durability. The housing is provided with retractable lateral mounting legs.
Variants:
2 types of housing
1: Black PC-ABS, IP65, side output by two M20 cable glands for industrial applications or outdoor installation.
2: Cream-colored PC-ABS rear output, IP20, for domestic applications or indoor installation.
measuring systems
Internal connections : built in terminal block , 2 to 31:temperature
Measurement of the temperature of the ambient air flowing around the sensor and transmitted by conduction
6 screw terminals, 4 mm²
through the probe wall to the temperature sensor (This heat component called “convection”)
2: Measurement of the temperature radiated mainly in the infrared, and transmitted to the temperature sensor by
means of a “black body” that absorbs these radiations (This heat component called “radiation”)
3 Measurement of both conduction and radiation.
2 temperature measurement sensing elements
1: NTC (R25 10Kohms, B25/50 = 3380)
2: Pt100
Other sensing elements such as Pt1000, Thermocouple J or E, Cu50 RTD, can be installed. Contact us.

« Convection » sensor

(Sensing element protected by nickel plated bracket)

References
TSRC071077045ACB
TSRC071077045ABP
TNRC0710770451CB
TNRC0710770451BP

Temperature sensor
Pt100
Pt100
NTC
NTC

Connection
Backside
2 M20 cable glands
Backside
2 M20 cable glands

« Radiation » sensor

Color
Cream, RAL1010
Black
Cream, RAL1010
Black

(Sensing element in a copper sphere with special paint black body)

References
TSRR071077045ACB
TSRR071077045ABP
TNRR0710770451CB
TNRR0710770451BP

Temperature sensor
Pt100
Pt100
NTC
NTC

Connection
Backside
2 M20 cable glands
Backside
2 M20 cable glands

Sensor « Convection + radiation »

Color
Cream, RAL1010
Black
Cream, RAL1010
Black

(One sensing element in a copper sphere with special black paint black body, and one sensing element in a stainless steel pocket dia.6 mm)

References
TSRM071077045ACB
TSRM071077045ABP
TNRM0710770451CB
TNRM0710770451BP

Temperature sensor
2 x Pt100
2 x Pt100
2 x NTC
2 x NTC

Connection
Backside
2 M20 cable glands
Backside
2 M20 cable glands

Color
Cream, RAL1010
Black
Cream, RAL1010
Black
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
Bulb and capillary types
Main features

These products come in 4 different dimensional configurations, in control (One bulb) or control + high limit safety (2 bulbs)

Y8

Bulb and capillary remote
measurement

Y6

Rear rod measurement

Y7

Measurement on rear mounted
immersion heater
(We do not supply the immersion
heater)

Main advantages :
• The simplest and most economical control systems of the Y6, 7, 8 electromechanical temperature controls range.
• Heavy duty housing for outside use, IP65 and IK10. PA66 for Y8 and aluminum for Y6 and Y7
• Instinctive understanding of the setting by the end customer.
• It has proven reliability, and a good immunity to power supply problems.
Standard equipment :
• Knob with adjustable stop for positioning a mechanical limit at high or low setting.
• Red and green lights, indicating 230V in and out voltage.
• Fuse for internal relay circuit protection (When present).
• Illuminated on-off switch is standard on types with relays or relay board. It is an option on other models.
• Knob printed in ° C
• 4 wall mounting removable legs
• Connection block with 5 terminals for 6 mm² wires and 5 terminals for 2.5 mm² wires (10 x 10 mm ² for 30A and higher models).
Internal wiring provides connection between thermostat capillary and ground terminal.
The connection block is equipped with a jumper between terminals 1 and 2, it allows connecting a safety device, a timer, or an external wired remote control.
On versions using power relay(s) this jumper is on the power relay coil circuit. This external connection is not available on 3 poles models without relay.
Contact action (Types with manual reset thermostat option) :
Versions with manual reset thermostat are multiple, because of the many possible configurations. The manual reset thermostat can be SPST, DPST, 3PST or
even 4PST, failsafe or standard. Single pole thermostats can be coupled to a SPST or DPST or 3 pole ST power relay, or to a 3 poles relay board. Some configurations also allow the coupling with an external thermal fuse (“TCO”). The choice of different configurations depends on the final application, and the requirements to use single poles or multiple pole switching systems, independent or not.
Minimum calibration temperature for manual reset thermostats is 40 ° C. (60°C for fail safe versions). In standard, these manual reset thermostats are calibrated at 20°C more than the maximum control thermostat setting. Other values on request. With rare exceptions, their contact action is open on temperature rise, without change over.
Cables output :
• Cable gland output board is equipped in standard with one or two M25cable glands (Other cable gland boards: 2 x M20+1xM24, 1 x 1 “or 4 x M20 for flat
heat tracing cables, see page 72).
• The two back side M20 X 1.5 outputs are equipped with cable glands with silicone gasket to seal the temperature sensors outlet.
• When the Y8 type is used with backside accessories, the version to use is the distant measurement one, and capillary protection tube must be removed.
Standard Accessories :
10 PA66 red plastic seals, English-French installation manual.
Options :
• Infrared remote control
• 2 poles shaft switch with 3 mm contact distance (Not available on 3 phase models or models with K thermostat)
• Enclosure heater
• Soft grip backlit knob
• ° F knob
• Illuminated on-off switch (This option reduces the electrical rating to 12A in no relay versions, and is not available on models with 3 poles without relay and
models with shaft switch)
• 115-120V power supply.
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Y8

Ambient temperature measurement

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

Bulb and capillary types
The 10 basic internal configurations and their multiple options
Power output options
Front board options
1
8G Single pole control thermostat
A

SPDT 16A 250V

C

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

SPDT 16A 250V
+ 2 x 25A 250V relay

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard capillary range for capillary output version : 1.5m.
Main references
Temperature ranges
-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

Options*
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Ambient bulb version
Y8WKCA320B0011F3
Y8WKDA320B0011F3

E

SPDT 16A 250V + 6 x16A
250V board

Distant bulb version
Y8WKCC320B0031F3
Y8WKDC320B0031F3
Y8WKEC320B0031F3
Y8WKFC320B0031F3
Y8WKGC320B0031F3
Y8WKHC320B0031F3

2

8G Single pole thermostat + top side 8L manual reset high limit thermostat

B

SPDT 16A 250V
+ 1 x 30A 250V relay

D

SPDT 16A 250V
+ 3 x16A 250V board

F

A

SPDT 16A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset+ 3 relays 16A 250V
board

-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

High limit
calibration (°C)
60
60
110
130
220
320

B

SPDT 16A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset + 2 x25A 250V relay

D

SPDT 16A 250V + 3 x 25A
250V/440V power contactor
(only on Y6 and Y7, not
available on Y8)

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WKCB320B0P11F7
Y8WKDB320B0L11F7

Y8WKCE320B0P31F7
Y8WKDE320B0L31F7
Y8WKEE320B0L31F7
Y8WKFE320B0L31F7
Y8WKGE320B0L31F7
Y8WKHE320B0L31F7

3

8G Single pole thermostat + side manual reset 2 or 3 pole, high limit thermostat type 8X

A

SPDT 15A 250V + DPNC 20A
250V manual reset

B

C

4

Backlit knob

L

G
I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Immersion heater version***
Y7WKCH320B0UM1F1
Y7WKDH320B0TM1F1
Y7WKEH320B0TM1F1
Y7WKFH320B0TM1F1

No options
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J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Y7WKCH320B0PM1F1
Y7WKDH320B0LM1F1
Y7WKEH320B0LM1F1
Y7WKFH320B0LM1F1
Y7WKGH320B0LM1F1
Y7WKHH320B0LM1F1

No options

300 mm long Back rod version**
Y6WKCR340B00F4F1
Y6WKDR340B00F4F1
Y6WKER340B00F4F1
Y6WKFR340B00F4F1
Y6WKGR340B00F4F1
Y6WKHR340B00F4F1

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

Immersion heater version***

Backlit knob

Distant bulb version
Y8WKCC340B0034F3
Y8WKDC340B0034F3
Y8WKEC340B0034F3
Y8WKFC340B0034F3
Y8WKGC340B0034F3
Y8WKHC340B0034F3

I

G

A

Ambient bulb version
Y8WKCB340B0014F3
Y8WKDB340B0014F3

G

No options

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WKCR320B0UF1F1
Y6WKDR320B0TF1F1
Y6WKER320B0TF1F1
Y6WKFR320B0TF1F1

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard capillary range for capillary output version : 1.5m
Options*
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob

Immersion heater version***
Y7WKCH320B00M1F1
Y7WKDH320B00M1F1
Y7WKEH320B00M1F1
Y7WKFH320B00M1F1
Y7WKGH320B00M1F1
Y7WKHH320B00M1F1

Backlit knob

3PNC, 16A 250V

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

K

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WKCR320B0PF1F1
Y6WKDR320B0LF1F1
Y6WKER320B0LF1F1
Y6WKFR320B0LF1F1
Y6WKGR320B0LF1F1
Y6WKHR320B0LF1F1

SPDT 15A 250V
+ DPNC 20A 250V manual
reset + 2 x 25A 250V relay

SPDT 15A 250V
Available temperature ranges
+ 3PNC 20A 250V manual
-35+35°C, 4-40°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C
reset + 3 x 16A 250V relay
Standard capillary range for capillary output version : 1.5m for control, 900mm for manual
board
reset
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
High limit
Options*
Ambient bulb version
Distant bulb version
calibration (°C)
-35+35
60
A-G
Y8WKCB320B0U11F7
Y8WKCE320B0U31F7
4-40
60
A-G
Y8WKDB320B0T11F7
Y8WKDE320B0T31F7
30-90
110
A-G
Y8WKEE320B0T31F7
30-110
130
A-G
Y8WKFE320B0T31F7

3 pole control thermostat

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

SPDT 16A 250V + 3 x 25A
250V/440V power contactor
2 x 16A 250V shaft switch +
2 x 16A 250V shaft switch
(only on Y6 and Y7, not
Backlit knob
option
available on Y8)
Not available on versions with Not available on versions with
3 x 25A 250/440V contactor 3 x 25A 250/440V contactor

C
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)

Backlit knob

300 mm long Back rod version**
Y6WKCR320B00F1F1
Y6WKDR320B00F1F1
Y6WKER320B00F1F1
Y6WKFR320B00F1F1
Y6WKGR320B00F1F1
Y6WKHR320B00F1F1

SPDT 16A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard capillary range for capillary output version: 1.5m.

G

No options

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Immersion heater version***
Y7WKCH340B00M4F1
Y7WKDH340B00M4F1
Y7WKEH340B00M4F1
Y7WKFH340B00M4F1
Y7WKGH340B00M4F1
Y7WKHH340B00M4F1
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
Bulb and capillary types

5

A

3PNC 16A 250V + SPNC 16A
250V manual reset

B

3PNC 16A 250V + SPNC 16A
250V manual reset + 3 relays
16A 250V board

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard capillary range for capillary output version : 1.5m

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

High limit
calibration (°C)
60
60
110
130
220
320

6

Single pole heavy duty type K thermostats

Backlit knob

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WKCA340B0P14F7
Y8WKDA340B0L14F7

Y8WKCE340B0P34F7
Y8WKDE340B0L34F7
Y8WKEE340B0L34F7
Y8WKFE340B0L34F7
Y8WKGE340B0L34F7
Y8WKHE340B0L34F7

T° (°C)
-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
0-70
20-90
20-90
10-150
10-150

Capillary T° (°C) Capillary
length
length
1500
80-200
1500
1500
50-300
1500
1500
10-450
1500
1500
10-450
3000
3000
60-500
1500
1500
60-500
3000
3000
180-600
1500
1500
180-600
3000
3000
280-700
1500

A

SPDT 15A 250V

C

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 2 x 25A 250V relay

Plages de température réalisables
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)

-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
0-70
20-90
20-90
10-150
10-150
80-200
50-300
10-450
10-450
60-500
60-500
180-600
180-600
280-700

Capillary
length (Not
for ambient
types)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

G

No options

J

I

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WKCR340B0PF4F1
Y6WKDR340B0LF4F1
Y6WKER340B0LF4F1
Y6WKFR340B0LF4F1
Y6WKGR340B0LF4F1
Y6WKHR340B0LF4F1

B

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 1 x 30A 250V relay

D

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 3 x16A 250V board

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

Immersion heater version***
Y7WKCH340B0PM4F1
Y7WKDH340B0LM4F1
Y7WKEH340B0LM4F1
Y7WKFH340B0LM4F1
Y7WKGH340B0LM4F1
Y7WKHH340B0LM4F1

G

No options

Backlit knob

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

300 mm long Back rod
version**

Immersion heater version***

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WM1A320B0011F3
Y8WM2A320B0011F3
Y8WM3A320B0011F3
Y8WM1A320B0011F3

Y8WM1A320B0031F3
Y8WM2A320B0031F3
Y8WM3A320B0031F3
Y8WM4A320B0031F3
Y8WM4A320B0051F3
Y8WM5A320B0031F3
Y8WM5A320B0051F3
Y8WM6A320B0031F3
Y8WM6A320B0051F3
Y8WM7A320B0031F3
Y8WM8A320B0031F3
Y8WM9A320B0031F3
Y8WM9A320B0051F3
Y8WMAA320B0031F3
Y8WMAA320B0051F3
Y8WMYA320B0031F3
Y8WMYA320B0051F3
Y8WMBA320B0031F3

Y6WM1R320B00F1F1
Y6WM2R320B00F1F1
Y6WM3R320B00F1F1
Y6WM4R320B00F1F1
Y6WM4R320B00F1F1
Y6WM5R320B00F1F1
Y6WM5R320B00F1F1
Y6WM6R320B00F1F1
Y6WM6R320B00F1F1
Y6WM7R320B00F1F1
Y6WM8R320B00F1F1
Y6WM9R320B00F1F1
Y6WM9R320B00F1F1
Y6WMAR320B00F1F1
Y6WMAR320B00F1F1
Y6WMYR320B00F1F1
Y6WMYR320B00F1F1
Y6WMBR320B00F1F1

Y7WM1H320B00M1F1
Y7WM2H320B00M1F1
Y7WM3H320B00M1F1
Y7WM4H320B00M1F1
Y7WM4H320B00M1F1
Y7WM5H320B00M1F1
Y7WM5H320B00M1F1
Y7WM6H320B00M1F1
Y7WM6H320B00M1F1
Y7WM7H320B00M1F1
Y7WM8H320B00M1F1
Y7WM9H320B00M1F1
Y7WM9H320B00M1F1
Y7WMAH320B00M1F1
Y7WMAH320B00M1F1
Y7WMYH320B00M1F1
Y7WMYH320B00M1F1
Y7WMBH320B00M1F1

7

Single pole K thermostat and topside 8L single pole
manual reset
Available temperature ranges
T° (°C)

Capillary
length
-25+25
1500
-10+15
1500
0-50
1500
0-70
1500

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
20-90
10-150
80-200
50-300

58

T° (°C)
20-90
10-150
80-200
50-300

Capillary
length
1500
1500
1500
1500

A

SPDT 15A 250V + SPNC 16A
250V manual reset

C

SPDT 15A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset+ 2 x 25A 250V relay

High limit
calibration
60
60
60
90
110
170
220
320

B

SPDT 15A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset + 1 x 30A 250V relay

D

SPDT 15A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset + 3 x16A 250V board

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WM17320B0N11F7
Y8WM27320B0N11F7
Y8WM37320B0J11F7
Y8WM47320B0L11F7

Y8WM17320B0N61F7
Y8WM27320B0N61F7
Y8WM37320B0J61F7
Y8WM47320B0L61F7
Y8WM57320B0L61F7
Y8WM67320B0L61F7
Y8WM77320B0L61F7
Y8WM87320B0L61F7

G

No options

Backlit knob

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WM1R320B0NF1F1
Y6WM2R320B0NF1F1
Y6WM3R320B0JF1F1
Y6WM4R320B0LF1F1
Y6WM5R320B0LF1F1
Y6WM6R320B0LF1F1
Y6WM7R320B0LF1F1
Y6WM8R320B0LF1F1
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I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Immersion heater version***
Y8WM1H320B0NM1F1
Y8WM2H320B0NM1F1
Y8WM3H320B0JM1F1
Y8WM4H320B0LM1F1
Y8WM5H320B0LM1F1
Y8WM6H320B0LM1F1
Y8WM7H320B0LM1F1
Y8WM8H320B0LM1F1

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

3 pole control thermostat+ manual reset high limit thermostat

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
Bulb and capillary types

8

Single pole K thermostat and side mounted double
pole manual reset type 8X

A

Available temperature ranges
T° (°C)

Capillary
length
-25+25
1500
-10+15
1500
0-50
1500

T° (°C)
0-70
20-90
10-150

Capillary
length
1500
1500
1500

G

SPDT 15A 250V + DPNC 20A
250V manual reset

No options

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Backlit knob

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
20-90
10-150

High limit
calibration (°C)
60
60
70
90
110
170

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WM1B320B0W11F7
Y8WM2B320B0W11F7
Y8WM3B320B0T11F7
Y8WM4B320B0T11F7
Y8WK5232000T1100
N/A

Y8WM17320B0W61F7
Y8WM27320B0W61F7
Y8WM37320B0T61F7
Y8WM47320B0T61F7
Y8WM57320B0T61F7
Y8WM67320B0T61F7

I

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WM1R320B0WF1F1
Y6WM2R320B0WF1F1
Y6WM3R320B0TF1F1
Y6WM4R320B0TF1F1
Y6WM5R320B0TF1F1
Y6WK6R320B0TF1F1

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Immersion heater version***
Y7WM1H320B0WM1F1
Y7WM2H320B0WM1F1
Y7WM3H320B0TM1F1
Y7WM4H320B0TM1F1
Y7WK5H320B0TM1F1
Y7WK6H320B0TM1F1

9

Combination 3 pole control and 3 pole manual reset direct switching

G

A

No options

Combination 3PNC control
+ 3PNC manual reset, 20A
250V/16A 400V

Temperature range: 10-85°C Manual reset at 120°C, other on request with MOQ
Main references

Temperature ranges (°C)
10-85

High limit
calibration (°C)
120

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

A-G

Y8WFKB340A0W11F5

Y8WFKF340A0W61F5

10

Knob adjustment, SPDT manual reset thermostats
type KX

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)

-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
0-70
20-90
20-90
10-150
10-150
80-200
50-300
10-450
10-450
60-500
60-500
180-600
180-600
280-700

Immersion heater
version***
Y7WFKH340A0WM1F1

Temperature ranges
T° (°C)
-25+25
-10+15
0-50
0-70
0-70
20-90
20-90
10-150
10-150

Capillary
length (Not
for ambient
types)
1500
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500
3000
1500

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WFKR340A0WF1F1

Capillary T° (°C) Capillary
length
length
1500
80-200
1500
1500
50-300
1500
1500
10-450
1500
1500
10-450
3000
3000
60-500
1500
1500
60-500
3000
3000
180-600
1500
1500
180-600
3000
3000
280-700
1500

A

SPDT 15A 250V

C

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 2 x 25A 250V relay

B

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 1 x 30A 250V relay

D

SPDT 15A 250V
+ 3 x16A 250V board

G

No options

Backlit knob

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch + Backlit knob option

Options*

Ambient bulb version

Distant bulb version

300 mm long Back rod
version**

Immersion heater version***

A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G
A-G

Y8WQ1A320B0011F3
Y8WQ2A320B0011F3
Y8WQ3A320B0011F3
Y8WQ4A320B0011F3
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y8WQ10320B0031F3
Y8WQ20320B0031F3
Y8WQ30320B0031F3
Y8WQ40320B0031F3
Y8WQ40320B0051F3
Y8WQ50320B0031F3
Y8WQ50320B0051F3
Y8WQ60320B0031F3
Y8WQ60320B0051F3
Y8WQ70320B0031F3
Y8WQ80320B0031F3
Y8WQ90320B0031F3
Y8WQ90320B0051F3
Y8WQA0320B0031F3
Y8WQA0320B0051F3
Y8WQY0320B0031F3
Y8WQY0320B0051F3
Y8WQB0320B0031F3

Y6WQ1R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ2R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ3R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ4R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ4R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ5R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ5R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ6R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ6R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ7R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ8R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ9R320B00F1F1
Y6WQ9R320B00F1F1
Y6WQAR320B00F1F1
Y6WQAR320B00F1F1
Y6WQYR320B00F1F1
Y6WQYR320B00F1F1
Y6WQBR320B00F1F1

Y7WQ1H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ2H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ3H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ4H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ4H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ5H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ5H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ6H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ6H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ7H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ8H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ9H320B00M1F1
Y7WQ9H320B00M1F1
Y7WQAH320B00M1F1
Y7WQAH320B00M1F1
Y7WQYH320B00M1F1
Y7WQYH320B00M1F1
Y7WQBH320B00M1F1

* Consult factory for full references with different options described in these tables
** Other standard rod length: 230, 450, 600 mm
*** : Without center hole, nor thread. Specify hole diameter and pitch on order
Other options not described in these tables: cable glands, remote control, cabinet heater. Consult our commercial department for full references.
Knob printing: see thermostats technical data sheets in this catalogue

Wiring diagrams

Single pole thermostat or single pole thermostat with relay, or with single pole and double pole
high limit

3 pole thermostat and single pole thermostat with 3 pole relay
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
Electronic thermostat types
Main features

These products come in 4 different dimensional configurations, in control (One sensor) or control + high limit safety (2 sensors
or one sensor + one bulb)

Y8

Remote measurement

Y6

Rear rod measurement

Y7

Measurement on rear mounted
immersion heater
(We do not supply the immersion
heater)

Main advantages :
• The simplest and most economical control systems of the Y8 electronic room temperature controls range.
• Heavy duty housing for outside use, IP65 and IK10.
• Instinctive understanding of the setting by the end customer.
• Adjustable temperature differential and heating or cooling action switch.
If open circuit or missing temperature sensor and if no power supply, output relay will open (Fail safe action)
Standard equipment :
• Knob with adjustable stop for positioning a mechanical limit at high or low setting.
• Red and green lights, indicating 230V in and out voltage.
• Fuse for internal circuit protection
• Illuminated on-off switch
• Soft grip backlit knob printed in °C
• 4 wall mounting removable legs (Y8 versions only)
• Connection block with 5 terminals for 6 mm² wires and 5 terminals for 2.5 mm² wires (10 x 10 mm ² for 30A and higher models).
The connection block is equipped with a jumper between terminals 1 and 2, it allows connecting a safety device, a timer, or an external wired remote control.
On versions using power relay(s) this jumper is on the power relay coil circuit.
Controller contact action :
• A switch located under the knob can be used to reverse the contact action (open on temperature rise or close on temperature rise).
• In models with manual reset high limit thermostats, close on rise contact action is not available on manual reset thermostats.
• In models with electronic manual reset controller, it is possible to set an open on temperature rise (high temperature safety) or open on temperature decrease action
• Control action: ON-OFF
Contact action (Types with manual reset option) :
Versions with manual reset thermostats are multiple, because of the many possible configurations. The electromechanical manual reset thermostat can
be failsafe or standard, and the electronic manual reset controller is failsafe. Thermostats can be coupled to a SPST or DPST power relay, or a 3 poles relay
board. The choice of different configurations depends on the final application, and the requirements to use single pole or multiple pole switching systems,
independent or not.
Minimum calibration temperature for manual reset thermostats is 40 ° C -60°C for fail safe models) , with open on temperature rise contact action. Electronic
manual reset can be adjusted inside the whole temperature range.
Cable outputs :
• Cables gland output board is equipped in standard with one or two M25 cable glands (Other cable gland boards: 2 x M20+1xM24, 1 x 1 “or 4 x M20 for flat
heat tracing cables, see page 72).
• The two back side M20 X 1.5 outputs are equipped with cable glands with silicone gasket to seal the temperature sensors outlet.
• When the Y8 type is used with backside accessories, the version to use is the distance measurement one, and the capillary protection tube must be removed.
Standard Accessories :
• 10 PA66 red plastic seals, English-French installation manual.
• Temperature sensor is included in the control box (see standard NTC models page 51 of this catalogue)
• For temperature ranges -35+35°C, 4-40°C, 0-10°C , probe is protected by waterproof plastic pocket
• For higher temperature range, probe is protected by stainless steel pocket.
Options :
• Infrared remote control
• 2 poles shaft switch with 3 mm contact distance (Not available on 3 phases models)
• Enclosure heater
• ° F printed knob
• 115-120V power supply.
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Y8

Ambient temperature measurement

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

Electronic thermostat types
The 3 internal basic configurations and their option
Power output options
1
2PE2N6 Single pole electronic controller
A

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V

B

G

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + 2 x25A 250V relay

C

D

E

F

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

Options*
A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J

Electronic thermostat
Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + 6 relays 16A 250V 16A 250V + 3 x 25A 250V/440V
power contactor (only on Y6
board
and Y7, not available on Y8)

Ambient sensor version
Y8WRCA120D001AF1
Y8WRDA120D001AF1

Distant sensor version
Y8WRCC120D004AF1
Y8WRDC120D004AF1
Y8WREC120D004AF1
Y8WRFC120D004AF1
Y8WRGC120D004AF1
Y8WRHC120D004AF1

2

2PE2N6 Electronic thermostat + top side 8L manual reset high limit thermostat

A

C

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C,0-10°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version : 2m and manual reset capillary
length: 1.5m

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset + 1 x 30A
250V relay

E

SPDT 16A 250V + 3 x 25A
250V/440V power contactor
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset (only on Y6 and Y7, not
available on Y8)

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
-35+35
4-40
30-90
30-110
50-200
50-300

High limit
calibration (°C)
60
60
110
130
220
320

B

D

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset + 3 relays
16A 250V board

K

Distant sensor version

Y8WRCB120D0L1AF1
Y8WRDB120D0L1AF1

Y8WRCE120D0L6AF1
Y8WRDE120D0L6AF1
Y8WREE120D0L6AF1
Y8WRFE120D0L6AF1
Y8WRGE120D0L6AF1
Y8WRHE120D0L6AF1

A

G

No options

Backlit knob

B

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + Electronic
16A 250V manual reset +
3 relays 16A 250V board.

C

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

Standard: 12A 250V
Illuminated on-off switch +
Backlit knob

Immersion heater version***
Y7WRCH120D0LMAF1
Y7WRDH120D0LMAF1
Y7WREH120D0LMAF1
Y7WRFH120D0LMAF1
Y7WRGH120D0LMAF1
Y7WRHH120D0LMAF1

G

No options

Backlit knob

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C,0-10°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard sensors cable length for remote sensor version : 2m
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
High limit
Options*
Ambient sensor version
Distant sensor version
300 mm long Back rod
calibration (°C)
version**
-35+35
60
A-J
Y8WRCA120D0X1AF1
Y8WRCC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRCR120D0XFAF1
4-40
60
A-J
Y8WRDA120D0X1AF1
Y8WRDC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRDR120D0XFAF1
30-90
110
A-J
Y8WREC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRER120D0XFAF1
30-110
130
A-J
Y8WRFC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRFR120D0XFAF1
50-200
220
A-J
Y8WRGC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRGR120D0XFAF1
50-300
320
A-J
Y8WRHC120D0X4AF1
Y6WRHR120D0XFAF1
* Consult factory for full references with different options described in these tables
** Other standard rod length: 230, 450, 600 mm
*** : Without center hole, nor thread. Specify hole diameter and pitch on order
Other options not described in these tables: cable glands, remote control, cabinet heater. Consult our commercial department for full references.
Knob printing: see thermostats technical data sheet in this catalogue

Wiring diagrams

L

2 x 16A 250V shaft switch +
Backlit knob

Immersion heater version***
Y7WRCH120D00MAF1
Y7WRDH120D00MAF1
Y7WREH120D00MAF1
Y7WRFH120D00MAF1
Y7WRGH120D00MAF1
Y7WRHH120D00MAF1

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WRCR120D0LFAF1
Y6WRDR120D0LFAF1
Y6WRER120D0LFAF1
Y6WRFR120D0LFAF1
Y6WRGR120D0LFAF1
Y6WRHR120D0LFAF1

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + Electronic
16A 250V manual reset +
6 relays 16A 250V board.

Single pole circuits, or with single pole and double pole high limit

J

Standard: 12A 250V
Illuminated on-off switch +
Backlit knob

F

Ambient sensor version

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + Electronic
16A 250V manual reset

I

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset + 6 relays 16A
250V board
Att: manual reset in side
position

A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J
A-J

3

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

2 x 16A 250V shaft switch
option

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset+ 2 x25A 250V
relay

Options*

2PE2N6 Electronic thermostat + top side 2PE2N6 Electronic manual reset high limit
thermostat

Backlit knob

300 mm long Back rod version**
Y6WRCR120D00FAF1
Y6WRDR120D00FAF1
Y6WRER120D00FAF1
Y6WRFR120D00FAF1
Y6WRGR120D00FAF1
Y6WRHR120D00FAF1

Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset

H

No options

Electronic thermostat
Electronic thermostat
16A 250V + 1 x 30A 250V relay 16A 250V + 3 relays 16A 250V
board

Available temperature ranges
-35+35°C, 4-40°C,0-10°C, 30-90°C, 30-110°C, 50-200°C, 50-300°C
Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version : 2m

Front board options

I

H

12A 250V Illuminated on-off
switch

J

Standard: 12A 250V
Illuminated on-off switch +
Backlit knob

Immersion heater version***
Y7WRCH120D0XMAF1
Y7WRDH120D0XMAF1
Y7WREH120D0XMAF1
Y7WRFH120D0XMAF1
Y7WRGH120D0XMAF1
Y7WRHH120D0XMAF1

3 pole circuits
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
77 x 35 mm, On OFF Electronic controllers types
Main features

These products come in 4 different dimensional configurations, in control (One sensor) or control + high limit safety (2 sensors
or one sensor + one bulb)

Y8

Remote measurement

Y6

Rear rod measurement

Y7

Measurement on rear mounted
immersion heater
(We do not supply the immersion
heater)

Main advantages :
• The simplest and most economical electronic controller with digital display of the Y8 electronic temperature controls range.
• Heavy duty housing for outside use, IP65 and IK10.
• Simple configuration by user (for more information see catalogue page 45 about 273 models .
• Adjustable temperature differential and heating or cooling action
• If open circuit or missing temperature sensor and if no power supply, output relay will open (Fail safe action)
Standard equipment :
• Fuse for internal circuit protection
• Illuminated on-off switch
• 4 wall mounting removable legs (Y8 versions only)
• Connection block with 5 terminal for 6 mm² wires and 5 terminals for 2.5 mm² wires (10 x 10 mm ² for 30A and higher models).
The connection block is equipped with a jumper between terminals 1 and 2, it allows connecting a safety device, a timer, or an external wired remote control.
On versions using power relay(s) this jumper is on the power relays coil circuit.
Controller contact action :
• In models with manual reset high limit thermostats, close on rise contact action is not available on manual reset thermostat.
• Control action: ON-OFF
Contact action (Types with manual reset option) :
Manual reset thermostat calibration must be specified at order. The electromechanical manual reset thermostat can be failsafe or standard. The choice of
different configurations depends on the final application, and the requirements to use single poles or multiple pole switching systems, independent or not.
Minimum calibration temperature for manual reset thermostats is 40 ° C (60°C for fail safe models), with open on temperature rise contact action.
Cables output :
• Cables gland output board is equipped in standard with one or two M25cable glands (Other cable gland boards: 2 x M20+1xM24, 1 x 1 “or 4 x M20 for flat
heat tracing cables, see page 72).
• The two back side M20 X 1.5 outputs are equipped with cable glands with silicone gasket to seal the temperature sensors outlet.
• When the Y8 type is used with backside accessories, the version to use is the distance measurement, and sensor protection tube must be removed.
Standard Accessories :
• 10 PA66 red plastic seals, English-French installation manual.
• Temperature sensor is included in the control box (see standard models page 51 of this catalogue)
• For temperature ranges -35+35°C, 4-40°C, 0-10°C , probe is protected by waterproof plastic pocket
• For higher temperature range, probe is protected by stainless steel pocket.
Options :
• Infrared remote control
• Enclosure heater
• 115-120V power supply.
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Y8

Ambient temperature measurement

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes
77 x 35 mm, On OFF Electronic controllers types

The 2 internal basic configurations and their options
Power output options
1
273 type on-off electronic controller
A

Electronic controller 10 or
16A 250V

C

B

D

Electronic controller 10 or 16A Electronic controller 10 or 16A Electronic controller 10 or
250V + 1 x 30A 250V relay 16A 250V + 3 relays 16A 250V
250V + 2 x25A 250V relay
board

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

E

Electronic controller
10 or 16A 250V + 6 relays
16A 250V board

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version : 2m
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
Options*
Ambiant sensor version
-40+120, NTC sensor
A
Y8WHQA3100001AF3
-40+120, NTC sensor
B
Y8WHQA3120001LF3
-40+120, NTC sensor
C
Y8WHQA3110001DF3
-40+120, NTC sensor
D
Y8WHQA3140001HF3
-40+120, NTC sensor
E
Y8WHQA3170001IF3
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
A
Y8WHSA3100001AF3
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
B
Y8WHSA3120001LF3
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
C
Y8WHSA3110001DF3
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
D
Y8WHSA3140001HF3
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
E
Y8WHSA3170001IF3
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
A
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
B
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
C
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
D
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
E

Distant sensor version
Y8WHQC3100006AF3
Y8WHQC3120006LF3
Y8WHQC3110006DF3
Y8WHQC3140006HF3
Y8WHQC3170006IF3
Y8WHSC3100006AF3
Y8WHSC1120006LF3
Y8WHSC3110006DF3
Y8WHSC3140006HF3
Y8WHSC3170006IF3
Y8WHTC3100006BF3
Y8WHTC3120006MF3
Y8WHTC3110006EF3
Y8WHTC3140006HF3
Y8WHTC3170006IF3

2

273 type on-off electronic controller + top side 8L manual reset high limit thermostat

A

Electronic controller
10 or 16A 250V + SPNC
16A 250V manual reset

300 mm long Back rod version**
Y6WHQR310000FAF1
Y6WHQR312000FLF1
Y6WHQR311000FDF1
Y6WHQR314000FHF1
Y6WHQR317000FIF1
Y6WHSR310000FAF1
Y6WHSR312000FLF1
Y6WHSR311000FDF1
Y6WHSR314000FHF1
Y6WHSR317000FIF1
Y6WHTR310000FBF1
Y6WHTR312000FMF1
Y6WHTR311000FEF1
Y6WHTR314000FHF1
Y6WHTR317000FIF1

B

Electronic controller
10 or 16A 250V + SPNC
16A 250V manual reset
+ 2 x25A 250V relay

Immersion heater version***
Y7WHQH31000MAF1
Y7WHQH312000MLF1
Y7WHQH311000MDF1
Y7WHQH314000MHF1
Y7WHQH317000MIF1
Y7WHSH310000MAF1
Y7WHSH312000MLF1
Y7WHSH311000MDF1
Y7WHSH314000MHF1
Y7WHSH317000MIF1
Y7WHTH310000MBF1
Y7WHTH312000MMF1
Y7WHTH311000MEF1
Y7WHTH314000MHF1
Y7WHTH317000MIF1

C

D

Electronic controller
Electronic controller
10 or 16A 250V + SPNC 16A 10 or 16A 250V + SPNC 16A
250V manual reset + 1 x 30A 250V manual reset + 3 x 16A
250V relay board
250V relay

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version: 2m and manual reset capillary
length: 1.5m

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)

-40+120, NTC sensor
-40+120, NTC sensor
-40+120, NTC sensor
-40+120, NTC sensor
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
-50-550, Pt100 sensor
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
0-999, K thermocouple sensor
0-999, K thermocouple sensor

Manual reset calibration
temperature (°C)

Options*

Must be specified with
order

Single pole circuits, without alarm

3 pole circuits, without alarm

A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D

Ambiant sensor
Distant sensor version
version
Y8WHQB31010L1AF7 Y8WHQE31000L6AF7
Y8WHQB31410L1HF7 Y8WHQE31400L6LF7
Y8WHQB31110L1DF7 Y8WHQE31100L6DF7
Y8WHQB31710L1IF7 Y8WHQE31700L6IF7
Y8WHSB31010L1AF7 Y8WHSE31000L6AF7
Y8WHSB31410L1HF7 Y8WHSE31200L6LF7
Y8WHSB31110L1DF7 Y8WHSE31100L6DF7
Y8WHSB31710L1IF7
Y8WHSE31700L6IF7
Y8WHTE31000L6BF7
Y8WHTE31200L6LF7
Y8WHTE31100L6EF7
Y8WHTE31700L6IF7

Wiring diagrams

300 mm long Back rod version**

Immersion heater version***

Y8WHTE31000L6BF7
Y8WHTE31200L6LF7
Y8WHTE11100L6EF7
Y8WHTE31700L6IF7
Y6WHSR31000LFAF1
Y6WHSR31200LFLF1
Y6WHSR31100LFDF1
Y6WHSR31700LFIF1
Y6WHTR31000LFBF1
Y6WHTR31200LFLF1
Y6WHTR31100LFEF1
Y6WHTR31700LFIF1

Y7WHQH31000LMAF1
Y7WHQH31400LMHF1
Y7WHQH31100LMDF1
Y7WHQH31700LMIF1
Y7WHSH31000LMAF1
Y7WHSH31200LMLF1
Y7WHSH31100LMDF1
Y7WHSH31700LMIF1
Y7WHTH31000LMBF1
Y7WHTH31200LMLF1
Y7WHTH31100LMEF1
Y7WHTH31700LMIF1

Single pole circuit, one alarm

3 pole circuits, one alarm
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

48 x 48 mm, Double display PID Electronic controllers types
Main features

These products come in 4 different dimensional configurations, in control (One sensor) or control + high limit safety (2 sensors
or one sensor + one bulb)

Y8

Remote measurement

Y6

Rear rod measurement

Y7

Measurement on rear mounted
immersion heater
(We do not supply the immersion
heater)

Main advantages :
• The most efficient electronic controller with double digital display of the Y8 electronic temperature controls range.
• Heavy duty housing for outside use, IP65 and IK10.
• Fully configurable: multi sensor, multi output (For more information see catalogue page 47 of the 244CUUB models)
If open circuit or missing temperature sensor and if no power supply, output relay will open (Fail safe action)
Standard equipment :
• Fuse for internal circuit protection
• Illuminated on-off switch
• Soft grip backlit knob printed in °C
• 4 wall mounting removable legs (Y8 versions only)
• Connection block with 5 terminal for 6 mm² wires and 5 terminals for 2.5 mm² wires (10 x 10 mm ² for 30A and higher models).
The connection block is equipped with a jumper between terminals 1 and 2, it allows connecting a safety device, a timer, or an external wired remote control.
On versions using power relay(s) this jumper is on the power relays coil circuit.
Controller contact action :
• In models with manual reset high limit thermostats, close on rise contact action is not available on manual reset thermostat.
• Control action: ON-OFF
Contact action (Types with manual reset option) :
Manual reset thermostat calibration must be specified at order. The electromechanical manual reset thermostat can be failsafe or standard.The choice of
different configurations depends on the final application, and the requirements to use single poles or multiple pole switching systems, independent or not.
Minimum calibration temperature for manual reset thermostats is 40 ° C (60°C for fail safe models), with open on temperature rise contact action.
Cables output :
• Cables gland output board is equipped in standard with one or two M25cable glands (Other cable gland boards: 2 x M20+1xM24, 1 x 1 “or 4 x M20 for flat
heat tracing cables, see page 72).
• The two back side M20 X 1.5 outputs are equipped with cable glands with silicone gasket to seal the temperature sensors outlet.
• When the Y8 type is used with backside accessories, the version to use is the distance measurement, and capillary protection tube must be removed.
Standard Accessories :
• 10 PA66 red plastic seals, English-French installation manual.
• One temperature sensor, Pt100 class B, 5 x 30 mm stainless steel probe, is included in the control box
• For remote measurement versions, sensor cable length is2m, protected by flexible corrugated plastic tube.
• Other sensors on request, must be specified when ordering (see standard models page 51 of this catalogue)
Options :
• Infrared remote control
• Enclosure heater
• 115-120V power supply.
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Y8

Ambient temperature measurement

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

48 x 48 mm, Double display PID Electronic controllers types
The 3 internal basic configurations and their options
Power output options
1
244CUUB double display electronic controller
A

B

E

F

C

D

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V
+ 1 x 30A 250V relay
+ 3 relays 16A 250V board
+ 2 x25A 250V relay

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version : 2m
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable

Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V
+ 6 relays 16A 250V board
+ 10A SSR relay

Options*

Ambiant sensor version

Distant sensor version

A
B
C
D
E
F

Y8WJWA3100001AF3
Y8WJWA3120001LF3
Y8WJWA3110001DF3
Y8WJWA3140001HF3
Y8WJWA3170001IF3
Y8WJWA1130001KF3

Y8WJWC3100004AF3
Y8WJWC3120004LF3
Y8WJWC3110004DF3
Y8WJWC3140004HF3
Y8WJWC3170004IF3
Y8WJWC3130004KF3

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WJWC310000FAF1
Y6WJWC312000FLF1
Y6WJWC311000FDF1
Y6WJWC314000FHF1
Y6WJWC317000FIF1
Y6WJWC313000FKF1

Immersion heater
version***
Y7WJWC310000MAF1
Y7WJWC312000MLF1
Y7WJWC311000MDF1
Y7WJWC314000MHF1
Y7WJWC317000MIF1
Y7WJWC313000MKF1

2

244CUUB double display electronic controller + 8L manual reset high limit thermostat

A

B

C

D

Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
+ SPNC 16A 250V manual
reset + 1 x 30A 250V relay
reset + 2 x 25A 250V relay
reset + 3 relays 16A 250V
reset
board

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version: 2m and manual reset capillary
length: 1.5m

Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable

Manual reset calibration
temperature (°C)
Must be specified with order

Options*
A
B
C
D

Ambiant sensor
Distant sensor version
version
Y8WJWB31000L1AF7 Y8WJWE31000L6AF7
Y8WJWB31400L1HF7 Y8WJWE31400L6HF7
Y8WJWB31200L1LF7 Y8WJWE31200L6LF7
Y8WJWB31100L1DF7 Y8WJWE31100L6DF7

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WJWR31000LFAF1
Y6WJWR31400LFHF1
Y6WJWR31200LFLF1
Y6WJWR31100LFDF1

Immersion heater
version***
Y7WJWH31000LMAF1
Y7WJWH31400LMHF1
Y7WJWH31200LMLF1
Y7WJWH31100LMDF1

3

244CUUB double display electronic controller + 2PE2N6 manual reset electronic
thermostat

A

B

C

D

Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V Electronic controller 3A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V electronic + SPNC 16A 250V electronic + SPNC 16A 250V electronic + SPNC 16A 250V electronic
manual reset
manual reset
manual reset
manual reset
+ 1 x 30A 250V relay
+ 2 x 25A 250V relay

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version: 2m and manual reset capillary
length: 1.5m
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable

Manual reset calibration
temperature (°C)
Must be specified with order

Options*
A
B
C
D
E

E

Electronic controller 3A 250V
+ SPNC 16A 250V electronic
manual reset
+ 6 relays 16A 250V board

Ambiant sensor
Distant sensor version
version
Y8WJWA31000X1AF7 Y8WJWE31000X6AF7
Y8WJWA31400X1HF7 Y8WJWE31400X6HF7
Y8WJWA31200X1LF7 Y8WJWE31200X6LF7
Y8WJWA31100X1DF7 Y8WJWE31100X6DF7
Y8WJWA31700X1IF7 Y8WJWE31700X6IF7

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WJWR31000XFAF1
Y6WJWR31400XFHF1
Y6WJWR31200XFLF1
Y6WJWR31100XFDF1
Y6WJWR31700XFIF1

Immersion heater
version***
Y7WJWH31000XMAF1
Y7WJWH31400XMHF1
Y7WJWH31200XMLF1
Y7WJWH31100XMDF1
Y7WJWH31700XMIF1

Wiring diagrams
Single pole circuits, 3Amp relay output, SSR output, one 3Amp
alarm

Single pole circuits, 2 staggered relay outputs 16A 250V

3 pole circuits, 2 staggered relay outputs 3x16A 250V

Single pole circuits, one 25Amp or 30A relay output, SSR
output, one 3Amp alarm

3 pole circuits,3 x 16Amp relay output, one 3Amp alarm

Single pole circuit, 10A incorporated SSR output, one 3Amp
alarm
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Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

Twin 48 x 25 mm, single display PID Electronic controllers types
Main features

These products come in 4 different dimensional configurations, in control (One sensor) or control + high limit safety (2 sensors
or one sensor + one bulb)

Y8

Remote measurement

Y6

Rear rod measurement

Y7

Measurement on rear mounted
immersion heater
(We do not supply the immersion
heater)

Main advantages :
• The most specialized electronic controller of the Y7, Y8, Y9 range with twin electronic temperature controls with digital display.
This combination can control independently two different zone, or have two different actions at two different temperatures
• Heavy duty housing for outside use, IP65 and IK10.
• Fully configurable: multi sensor, multi output (For more information see catalogue page 47 of the 244CUUB models)
If open circuit or missing temperature sensor and if no power supply, output relay will open (Fail safe action)
Standard equipment :
• Fuse for internal circuit protection
• Illuminated on-off switch
• Soft grip backlit knob printed in °C
• 4 wall mounting removable legs (Y8 versions only)
• Connection block with 5 terminal for 6 mm² wires and 5 terminals for 2.5 mm² wires (10 x 10 mm ² for 30A and higher models).
The connection block is equipped with a jumper between terminals 1 and 2, it allows connecting a safety device, a timer, or an external wired remote control.
On versions using power relay(s) this jumper is on the power relays coil circuit.
Controller contact action :
• In models with manual reset high limit thermostats, close on rise contact action is not available on manual reset thermostat.
• Control action: ON-OFF
Contact action (T ypes with manual reset option) :
Manual reset thermostat calibration must be specified at order. The electromechanical manual reset thermostat can be failsafe or standard.The choice of
different configurations depends on the final application, and the requirements to use single poles or multiple pole switching systems, independent or not.
Minimum calibration temperature for manual reset thermostats is 40 ° C (60°C for fail safe models), with open on temperature rise contact action.
Cables output :
• Cables gland output board is equipped in standard with one or two M25cable glands (Other cable gland boards: 2 x M20+1xM24, 1 x 1 “or 4 x M20 for flat
heat tracing cables, see page 72).
• The two back side M20 X 1.5 outputs are equipped with cable glands with silicone gasket to seal the temperature sensors outlet.
• When the Y8 type is used with backside accessories, the version to use is the distance measurement, and capillary protection tube must be removed.
Standard Accessories :
• 10 PA66 red plastic seals, English-French installation manual.
• One temperature sensor, Pt100 class B, 5 x 30 mm stainless steel probe, is included in the control box
• Other sensors on request, must be specified when ordering (see standard models page 51 of this catalogue)
• For remote measurement versions, sensor cable length is2m, protected by flexible corrugated plastic tube .
Options :
• Infrared remote control
• Enclosure heater
• 115-120V power supply.
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Y8

Ambient temperature measurement

Y6, Y7, Y8 types temperature control boxes

Twin 48 x 25 mm, single display PID Electronic controllers types
The 2 internal basic configurations and their options
Power output options
1

Two 242BUTB single display electronic controllers

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

A

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version : 2m
Main references
Temperature ranges (°C)
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable
Fully configurable

Options*
A
B
C
D
E
F

Ambiant sensor
version

Y8WIWA3100001TF3
Y8WIWA3120001WF3
Y8WIWA3110001WF3
Y8WIWA3140001UF3
Y8WIWA3170001XF3
Y8WIWA3130001VF3

E

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + 6 relays 16A 250V
board

Distant sensor version

B

F

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + 10A 250V SSR

300 mm long Back rod
version**

Y8WIWC3200004TF3
Y8WIWC3220004WF3
Y8WIWC3210004WF3
Y8WIWC3240004UF3
Y8WIWC3270004XF3
Y8WIWC3230004VF3

D

C

2 x Electronic controllers
2 x Electronic controllers
2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + 2 x25A 250V relay 3A 250V + 1 x 30A 250V relay 3A 250V + 3 relays 16A 250V
board

Y6WIWR320000FTF1
Y6WIWR322000FWF1
Y6WIWR321000FWF1
Y6WIWR324000FUF1
Y6WIWR327000FXF1
Y6WIWR323000FVF1

Immersion heater
version***

Y7WRWH320000MTF1
Y7WRWH322000MWF1
Y7WRWH321000MWF1
Y7WRWH324000MUF1
Y7WRWH327000MXF1
Y7WRWH323000MVF1

2

Two 242BUTB single display electronic controllers
+ 8L manual reset high limit thermostat

A

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset

Standard sensor cable length for remote sensor version: 2m and
manual reset capillary length: 1.5m
Main references
Temperature ranges Manual reset calibration Options* Ambiant sensor
(°C)
temperature (°C)
version
Y8WIWB31000L1TF7
Fully configurable
A
Y8WIWB31400L1UF7
Fully configurable Must be specified with order
B
Y8WIWB31200L1WF7
Fully configurable
C
Y8WIWB31100L1WF7
Fully configurable
D

B

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset
+ 3 relays 16A 250V board

Distant sensor
version

Y8WIWE32000L6TF7
Y8WIWE32400L6UF7
Y8WIWE32200L6WF7
Y8WIWE32100L6WF7

C

2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset + 2 x 25A
250V relay

300 mm long Back rod
version**
Y6WIWR32000LFTF1
Y6WIWR32400LFUF1
Y6WIWR32200LFWF1
Y6WIWR32100LFWF1

D
2 x Electronic controllers
3A 250V + SPNC 16A 250V
manual reset+ 1 x 30A 250V
relay

Immersion heater
version***

Y7WRWH32000LMTF1
Y7WRWH32400LMUF1
Y7WRWH32200LMWF1
Y7WRWH32100LMWF1

Wiring diagrams
Twin controller, 2SSR driver output

Twin controller, one 10A SSR output, one 3A relay output

Twin controllers, two 16A relays output

Twin controllers, two 3Amp relays output
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General options of control boxes

The options are factory assembled and are not available separately

Backlit knob
Intended for versions with room or capillary thermostats, this controller is equipped with internal
lighting allowing by transparency a night viewing thermostat setting.
Reference with mounted option

To add this option on thermostatic control boxes
on page 56 to 59, replace the 10th character
No. 10 of the reference control box with “R”

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Consult us for 120V versions

Illuminated On/Off switch

This illuminated switch is standard for electronic temperature control models. It is an option only
for room or capillary thermostats versions as it reduces the electrical rating to 12A. It is not suitable
with the three-phase bulb and capillary thermostats versions.
Product reference with this option assembled

To add this option on thermostatic control boxes
on page 56 to 67, replace the 10th character of
the reference control box with “T”

Consult us for 120V version

Combination of illuminated On/Off switch + Backlit knob:

To add this option on thermostatic control boxes on page XX, replace the 12th character of the reference control box with “S”

2 poles On/Off shaft switch for bulb and capillary thermostat
Only for adjustable bulb and capillary thermostats. This switch enables an
off/off two poles action 16A 250V, activated when the knob is turned back
to its minimum angle position. For foot print reasons, this option cannot
be mounted with ranges above 320 ° C, nor on the three pole thermostats.

Assembly example

To add this option on thermostatic control boxes
on page 56 to 59, replace the 10th character of
the control box reference with “P” (simple shaft
switch) or with ‘’Q’’ (shaft switch + backlit knob)
* Required by the EN60335-1§24-3 Standard
Reference with
assembled option

Infrared remote control

Used when the control boxes are located high or difficult to access. Allows remote start of control boxes, from up to 8 meters. Infrared control do not
cause radio interference. Mounts on all control box models with window and terminal block (not possible junction boxes and Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter boxes). Current rating: 12A 250VAC.
Can be mounted in approved workshop, respecting the installation instructions on not originally equipped boxes.
References with mounted option

To add this option on electronic control boxes on pages 56 to 67, replace the 12th character of the
reference control box with “R”

Consult us for 120V version
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General options of control boxes

The options are factory assembled and are not available separately

Immediately below the level of the transparent window, the warm air flow it generates prevents from
condensation on the window and keeps an optimum ambient temperature for the control devices in
the housing. It has a wide aluminum heat exchanger to reduce its surface temperature and a miniature
snap-action thermostat limits the temperature inside the cabinet.
Mounting with 4 screws under the lid, connection in parallel on the power supply, directly on the
terminal block.
Its operation can be permanent, as soon as the cabinet is powered up, or controlled by the cabinet
power lighted switch. It can be coupled to a room thermostat built into the case, triggering its start
when the outside ambient temperature drops below 4 ° C + / 3 ° C and cut back when above 10 ° C + / -3.
• 13 Watts power: for use in cold rooms, up to-20 ° C *, or heat tracing in cold regions.
• 26 Watts power: for use in very cold atmosphere, up to-50 ° C*.
* Values given for air velocities less than 1m / s, and for plastic boxes only.Please consult us for SSR
aluminum boxes.
Consult us for 110-120V possible versions
References (220-240V)
To add this option on electronic
control boxes on pages 56 to 67,
replace the 11th character of the
reference control box with the following letters

Power

Electric activation

Thermal activation

H

13W

Cabinet turned on

Continuous operation

J

26W

Cabinet turned on

Continuous operation

K

13W

On/Off switch

Continuous operation

L

26W

On/Off switch

Continuous operation

M

13W

Cabinet turned on

With room thermostat
4°C+/-3°

N

26W

Cabinet turned on

With room thermostat
4°C+/-3°

P

13W

On/Off switch

With room
thermostat4°C+/-3°

Q

26W

On/Off switch

With room thermostat
4°C+/-3°

110-120 Volts versions available, please contact us

Cable gland mounting boards (available on Y8 types only)

The gland mounting board, fitted in standard, can be replaced by the following versions in factory assembled products (assembled reference), or replaced on
site by the end user (spare part reference). See the cable glands on page xx.

One 1''BSPP
tapped hole for
tracing stand or
gland

Two M25x1.5
tapped holes for
large gauge cables

Two M20x1.5
tapped holes and
one M24x1.5

One M20x1.5
tapped hole and
three cable gland
bodies for flat
cables

Two M25x1.5
tapped holes and
one M16x1.5

One M16 tapped
hole for ATEX
EXDIIBT6 with KW
séries thermostat,
tightening on
H05VVF2x0.5
cable and on
10mm stainless
steel corrugated
tube

Blank board

Assembled
reference*

E

D

C

F

H

G

B

Spare part
reference

6YPPEV101

6YPPEV22

6YPPEV220124

6YPPEX420

6YPPEV225116

6YPPEATEX116

6YPPE0

*References assembled on boxes
To add this option on electronic control boxes, replace the last character of the control box reference on pages 56 to 67 with the following letters
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Box heater

General kits and accessories

Sets and accessories can be ordered separately for assembly by user
The Y8 housings are equipped on their back with 4 holes for mounting brackets and many other accessories. The standard wall brackets, made of
PA66, are adjustable for side, top and bottom mounting. By replacing these brackets by coupling brackets, two or three boxes can be secured and
mounted side by side. The wall mounting is then made by the four external legs only.
The Y8 control boxes are designed to allow the mounting of room temperature sensors (bulb, sensor) on their backs, in a mechanically protected area,
but allowing a free flow of ambient air. The assembly of remote probes is also provided, thanks to a system allowing to lock a diameter 10mm flexible
protective sheath on the housing. Connecting these probes is simply done without any drilling, using one of the M20 rear outlets.

Standard brackets for wall mounting

Mounting: they are screwed into M4 tapped holes on the boxes backs. These legs are provided with all
aluminum or plastic boxes of the Y8 types. They are adjustable and allow side, top and bottom mountings.
Material: PA66
Kit component list: 4 brackets, 4 screws

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Reference

6YMLP6620

Coupling brackets for wall mounting

Mounting: Ethey are screwed into M4 tapped holes on the boxes backs. They allow a two or several
boxes side by side mounting, for instance: a control box near a GFCI box. The wall mounting is then made
with the standard wall mounting brackets.
Material: Stainless Steel 304
See also the coupling brackets in the accessories for heat tracing pages
Kit component list: 2 brackets, 4 screws
Reference

6YMLI9430

Outlet kit for room sensor

Mounting: on the back of the box, in a ventilated and mechanically protected area.
The cable or capillary output is done by one or two M20 x 1.5 rear gland. The temperature sensors
are connected to the main terminal block of the control box. Sensors clamping range: 4 to 6 mm
Mounting the housing must be done necessarily with the wall mounting brackets.
• Allows the mounting of one or two temperature sensors
• Allows the mounting of one or two humidity sensors
• Allows the mounting of one a temperature sensor and a humidity sensor
• Allows the mounting of one or two thermostat bulbs
Kit component list:
One probe: 6 screws and 2 mounting saddles for bulb or probe, and one flat saddle for capillary or cable
clamping
Two probes: 8 screws and 4 mounting saddles for bulb or probe, and two flat saddles for capillary or
cable clamping.
The outlet cable gland and its gasket must be ordered separately according tothe connection diameter,
see page 110 and 111
References
6YAMS0600
6YAMS0606

Description
Ambience measuring kit for one dia 6 mm probe
Ambience measuring kit for two dia 6 mm probes

Outlet kit for remote sensor

Mounting: on the back of the box, in a ventilated area and protected mechanically.
The cable or capillary output is done by one of the M20 x 1.5 glands. The temperature sensors
are connected to the main terminal block of the control box. Mounting the housing must be done
necessarily with the wall mounting brackets.
• Allows a temperature sensor mounting
• Allows a humidity sensor mounting
• Allows a thermostat bulb and a capillary outlet
The cable or capillary outlet is on the side of the box, protected by a dia.10mm corrugated tube, plastic
or stainless steel.
Kit component list: Plastic plate side exit and corrugated tube clamping bracket and six screws, dia. 10
mm flexible corrugated tube
Silicone tips must be ordered separately
NB : it is possible to combine the ambience outlet with the remote outlet. It is also possible to use the
room temperature M20x1.5 sensor or an M20x1.5 thermostat through one of the rear outlets with room
or remote sensor.
Reference
6YROP0000
6YROPPU10
6YROPPU15
6YROPPU30
6YROPSS10
6YROPSS15
6YROPSS30
6YGPU10200
6YGSS10200
GYGS10*
6YGS102*

* 10 pieces packaging

Description
Remote sensor kit without tube
Remote sensor kit with 1 meter plastic corrugated tube
Remote sensor kit with 1.5 meter plastic corrugated tube
Remote sensor kit with 3 meter plastic corrugated tube
Remote sensor kit with 1 meter stainless steel corrugated tube
Remote sensor kit with 1.5 meter stainless steel corrugated tube
Remote sensor kit with 3m stainless steel corrugated tube
20 meters roll dia 10mm plastic corrugated tube
20 meters roll dia 10mm Stainless steel corrugated tube
Single sensor silicone tip for corrugated protection tube dia 10 mm
Two sensors silicone tip for corrugated protection tube dia 10 mm

Adjustable stops for models with knobs
The knobs of standard control boxes Y7, Y8 and Y9 are equipped as standard with an adjustable stop
when using a usual knob. This stop is optional with the backlit knob version and on Y1 and Y2 boxes. It
mounts after removing the knob, with two M4 mounting screws. It can be used on all mechanical thermostats or electronic thermostats with adjustment shaft.
References

6YBUR001

Assembly example
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General kits and accessories for boxes, empty boxes
Terminal block shunts (Jumpers)

Shunts for 2.5 et 6 mm² terminals

Reference
6YCSH225
6YCSH325
6YCSH360
6YCSH210
6YCSH310

Shunts for 10 mm² terminals

Description
Shunt, two 2.5mm² terminals
Shunt, three 2.5mm² terminals
Shunt, three 6mm² terminals
Shunt, two 10mm² terminals
Shunt, three 10mm² terminals

Power connection blocks. Designed to snap in the boxes

Terminal block 5 x 2.5+ 5 x 6mm²
standard terminal block, internal and
external screw terminals, symmetric
square screws and washers, for by-pass
boxes
Reference
6YBOR525560SY

Terminal block 5 x 2.5+ 5 x 6mm²
standard terminal block, internal and
external screw terminals, square screws
and washers, internal 4.8 x 0.8 inverted
terminals, for control box connection
Reference
6YBOR52556048

Terminal block 10 x 10mm² terminal
block, external cage terminals, four ways
internal 4.8 x 0.8 inverted terminals, for
high power box connection
Reference

Terminal block 10 x 10mm², external
cage terminals, double internal reversed
terminals 6.3 x 0.8, for high power box
connection

6YBOR01010048

Reference

6YBOR01010063

Internal power terminal shunts

They are mounted while internal wiring. Not accessible to the end user. These shunts help to simplify the internal wiring. Made of brass. two shunts mounted
in different terminals can be superimposed.
Drawing

Description
Mounts on 5 x 2.5 + 5 x 6mm² terminal block reference 6YBOR52556048, connects two contiguous 6
mm² terminals (not insulated). 5 mm² gauge.

Reference
6YCSI2060

Mounts on 5 x 2.5 + 5 x 6mm² terminal block refer6YCSI2160
ence 6YBOR52556048, connects two 6 mm² terminals
separated by another terminal (insulated). 5 mm²
gauge.
Mounts on 5 x 2.5 + 5 x 6mm² terminal block refer6YCSI2260
ence 6YBOR52556048, connects two 6 mm² terminals
separated by two terminals (insulated).
5 mm² gauge.
Mounts on 5 x 2.5 + 5 x 6mm² terminal block reference 6YBOR52556048, connects two 6 mm² terminals
separated by three terminals (insulated).
5 mm² gauge.

6YCSI2360

Mounts on 10 x 10mm² terminal block reference
6YBOR010100**, connects two contiguous terminals
(not insulated). 10 mm² gauge.
Mounts on 10 x 10mm² terminal block reference
6YBOR010100**, connects two terminals separated
by another terminal (insulated).
10 mm² gauge.
Mounts on 10 x 10mm² terminal block reference
6YBOR010100**, connects two terminals separated
by two terminals (insulated).
10 mm² gauge.
Mounts on 10 x 10mm² terminal block reference
6YBOR010100**, connects two terminals separated
by three terminals (insulated).
10 mm² gauge.

6YCSI2010

2 x 2 terminals 10 mm²
two steps separated by two
pitches
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Terminal blocks 5 x 2.5 + 5 x 6mm²

2 contiguous terminals 6 mm²

2 x 2 contiguous terminals 6 mm²,
side by side

2 x 2 contiguous terminals 6 mm²,
distant

2 terminals 6 mm² one step
separated by one pitch

2 terminals 6 mm² one step
separated by one pitch and
2 contiguous terminals 6mm²

2 terminals 6 mm² two steps
separated by two pitch

2 contiguous terminals 6 mm² +
overlap of two terminals 6 mm²
separated by two pitches

2 terminals 6 mm² separated
by 3 pitches

2 contiguous terminals 6 mm² +
overlap of two terminals 6 mm²
separated by 3 pitches

2 contiguous terminals 6 mm²
separated by one pitch +
superposition of two terminals 6 mm²
separated by 3 pitches

6YCSI2110
6YCSI2210

6YCSI2310

Terminal blocks 10 x 10 mm²

2 contiguous terminals
10 mm²

Examples of feasible internal configurations:

5 x 2 contiguous terminals 10
3 x 2 terminals 10 mm²
mm²
one step separated by one pitch

2 x 2 terminals 10 mm²
three steps separated by 3
pitches

Overlapped multiple combinations
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These shunts are used to connect two or three terminals of standard power terminal blocks. They do not prevent from connecting
other conductors to the terminals. They are accessible by the end
user or installer.
They are used to shunt auxiliary outlets, to provide switchable
power thresholds, or to make a single phase / three phase switching.
Material: brass
10 pieces bag packaging

General kits and accessories for boxes
Empty boxes

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Control box, black PA66 housing* with an opaque front, equipped with a cable gland threaded plate, ISO M20
rear outlets sealed with two ISO M20 caps and gaskets. No terminal block, no mounting plate, no wall mounting
brackets, no ID plate.
References
Undrilled gland plate
Threaded plate
Threaded plate2 x M25 Threaded plate 1 x M20 +
1 x M24+2x M20
3 heating cable outputs
Y8B00000000000SB
Y8B00000000000SC
Y8B00000000000SD
Y8B00000000000SF

Control box, black PA66 housing*, with a transparent front, including a threaded gland plate, rear ISO M20 outlets
sealed with two ISO M20 caps and gaskets. No terminal block, no mounting plate, no wall mounting brackets,
no ID plate.
Reference
Undrilled gland plate
Threaded plate
Threaded plate2 x M25 Threaded plate 1 x M20 +
1 x M24+2x M20
3 heating cable outputs
Y8T00000000000SB
Y8T00000000000SC
Y8T00000000000SD
Y8T00000000000SF

Control box, black PA66 housing*, with front having an opening transparent window, including a threaded gland
plate, rear ISO M20 outlets sealed with two ISO M20 caps and gaskets. No terminal block, no mounting plate, no
wall mounting brackets, no ID plate.
Références
Undrilled gland plate
Threaded plate
Threaded plate2 x M25 Threaded plate 1 x M20 +
1 x M24+2x M20
3 heating cable outputs
Y8W00000000000SB
Y8W00000000000SC
Y8W00000000000SD
Y8W00000000000SF

* When used solely as junction boxes and under not very restrictive conditions of use, an economical version of these models, including a body in black PC-ABS can be made.
Minimum order quantity to be observed. References: Y8 replaced by YR.
Note : versions with terminal, fitted cable gland plate and mounting front can be supplied for integrators who want to install their own control system. References to be
provided after definition of the desired components.

Cable glands: see page 111
Illuminated on-off switches: see page 71

Mounting boards for thermostats and electronic controllers

Flat mounting board,
Aluminum sheet for
customer adaptation
Reference 6YFBCALF01

Extended mounting
board, for combined
three pole bulb and
capillary thermostats
with manual reset
Reference 6YFBCPAB09

Flat mounting board, Flat mounting board,
Extended mounting
PA66, two holes
PA66, for 4 modules board, PA66, with fuse
diameter 22mm for circuit breaker and DIN
holder hole, for
lights
rail temperature control customer adaptation
Reference 6YFBCPAF02

Reference 6YFBCPAF03

Reference 6YFBCPAB01

Flat mounting board,
PA66, for single pole
bulb and capillary
thermostat, with two
230V lights
Reference 6YFBCPAF04

Extended mounting
Extended mounting
board, PA66, for single board, PA66, for single
pole K series bulb and or three pole bulb and
capillary thermostat,
capillary thermostat,
with two 230V lights
with two 230V lights
Reference 6YFBCPAB07

Reference 6YFBCPAB08

Extended mounting
Extended mounting
Extended mounting
Extended mounting
Extended mounting
Extended mounting
board, PA66, with
board, PA66, with
board, PA66, with
board, PA66, with
board, PA66, for KW
board, PA66, for
45 x 22 mm rectangu- 71 x 29 mm rectangular 45 x 45 mm square hole 45 x 45 mm square hole type thermostats with
explosion proof
lar hole for 1/32 Din
hole for 78 x 35 mm for 1/16 Din controller for 1/16 Din controller
5A explosion proof thermostats with built in
controller
controller
with thick front panel
switch
“e” connection box
Reference 6YFBCPAB02

Identification plates

Reference 6YFBCPAB03

Reference 6YFBCPAB04 Reference 6YFBCPAB05

Identification plate, stainless steel 304 , 59 x 20
mm, two holes. With Sim rivets for unremovable
riveting.
Reference
6YPIDSS2059

Fuse holder and fuses

Reference 6YFBCPAB07B Reference 6YFBCPAB10

Red plastic seals

Fuse holder, for 6.3 x 30 mm fuses, with nut and gasket.
Connection on 4.8 x 0.5mm tabs or tin soldering
Reference
6YPFU1253
Fuses : Type F, 20 pieces. Packing by 20 pieces
Nominal intensity
References
3A
6YFUR633003
10A
6YFUR633010
16A
6YFUR633016

1.5 x 0.9 mm cross section, 130
mm length, compatible with the 2
mm holes in housings and lids. 100
pieces bag.
Reference
6YSCP15130R

These fuses are designed to protect against overload and short
circuits type G according to IEC 60269; rapid fuses type F are defined
in the IEC 60127 standard, which provides four types of fuses (FF, F,
T, TT) each type is defined according to the time required to cut ten
times the rated current: FF (very fast), less than 1 ms, F (Fast), 1 to
10 ms, T (Slow blow), 10 to 100 ms; TT (Very slow acting), greater
than 100 ms
The rated current is the current that can pass through a fuse
indefinitely without cause or merger, or overheating. The intensity
of overload causing fusion in less than an hour is generally between
x1.5 and x 2 the rated current.
As thermostats, fuses are mounted on the stage and not on the
neutral
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Plastic housings and boxes for temperature controls
and heating elements
Standard material of the connection boxes: black PA66 fiberglass RAL9005 (14th character = G) or die cast aluminum (14th character = A) epoxy paint RAL7015
Standard material for the room thermostat boxes: PC/ABS fiberglass RAL1010 (14th character = L). References without glands.

30 x 30 x29 mm
66FS030030029G1A

30 x 30 x30 (Octogone)
66FS030030030G1A

48 x 48 x 59 mm
66FS0480480590G1A

Dia 55, H 66 mm
66FSRND055066G1A

Dia 55, H 66mm
66FSRND055066G2A

Dia 55, H 86 mm
66FSRND055086G1A

100 x 50 x 55 mm
66FS10050055G1A

77 x 54 x 42 mm
66FS077054042P7A

77 x 54 x 42 mm
66FS077054042P4A

Dia100, H 100 mm
66FSRND100100G1A

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078G2A

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078G3A

180 x 130 x 92 mm
66FS180130092G1A

130 x 130 x 150 mm
66FS130130150G1A

200 x 77 x 58 mm
66FS200077058L1C

200 x 77 x 58 mm
66FS200077058L2C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L1C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L2C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L3C

150 x 80 x 37 mm
66FS150080038L4C

115 x 70 x 38 mm
66FS115070038L1C

572 x 96 x 64 mm
66FS572096064L1C

573 x 79 x 67 mm
66FS573079067L1C

165 x 85 x 85 mm
66FS160085085G1A

Metal housings

Standard finish of aluminum and alloy housings: epoxy paint RAL7015 (last character of the reference = H). Contact us for other colors or sand finish (1).
Sheet metal housing: epoxy RAL9005 (A)? Contact us for other colors. Stainless steel BA (0)

31 x 19 x 10 mm
66FS031019010Z1H

114 x 30 x 40 mm
66FS114030040V10

Dia 90, H 36mm
66FSRND090036V10

78 x 66 x 50 mm
66FS07806650A1H

100 x 54 x 53 mm
66FS100053054A1H

104 x 70 x 77 mm
66FS104070077A1H

104 x 70 x 82 mm
66FS104077082A1H

78 x78 x74 mm
66FS07607067A1H

104 x 84 x mm
66FS104084060A1H

115 x 75 x 75 mm
66FS115075075Z1H

105 x 105 x 96 mm
66FS105105096A1H

114 x 89 x 66 mm
66FS114089060A1H

160 x 105 x 90 mm
66FS160105090A1H

159 x 124 x 92 mm
66FS159124092A1H

175 x 86 x 40 mm
66FS175086040A1H

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078A1H

180 x 130 x 78 mm
66FS180130078A2H

180 x 130 x 95 mm
66FS180130095A1H
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